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Annual Giving Goal Set At
$5oo,ooo For Fourth Year

~~ .

REGISTRATION FOR THE 153rd ACADEMIC YEAR - They signed cards,
filled out forms, paid fees, registered cars, picked up schedules, and asked a
thousand questions. In all, some 1650 undergraduates began the new term.
Included were 398 members of the Freshman Class - 234 men and 164 women. It
was a busy two days in the Ferris Athletic Center in preparation for classes which
began September 4.

Battis, Schultz, Mace
Named New Chairmen
Three members of the Trinity faculty
have been named . chairmen of their
departments. They are: Dr. Robert A .
Battis, chairman of the Department of
Economics; Dr. Charles B. Schultz,
chairman of the Department of Education; and Dr. William M. Mace,
chairman of the Department of
Psychology.
Battis will succeed Dr. Richard

include the historical development of
the "Garden Cities" concept and the
construction of new towns in Europe,
Great Britain, Israel and the United
States.
He was the recipient of a Danforth
Research Grant in 1960 and is a
member of the American Economic
Association, the American Economic
History Association, the Economic

board will provide another $2 million,
and endowment will generate an
estimated income yield of $1.6 million .
The remaining $1.2 million to meet
the full cost of College programs must
come from various other sources,
Lockwood said, including $500,000
from Annual Giving .
Of the $500,000 total, The Alumni
Fund is expected to provide $310,000,
The Parents Fund $100,000, Business &
Industry $60,000, and Friends $30,000.
Donald J. Viering '42 is serving for a
second year as national chairman of
The Alumni Fund. Assisting with that
campaign are John L. Bonee '43,
distinguished gifts chairman; Ethan F.
Bassford '39, class agent chairman ;
Richard P. Morris '68, MA '70, masters
degree chairman ; Siegbert Kaufmann
'46, MA '66, phonothon chairman;
and Karen A. Jeffers '76 and Raymond
><-- ] . JohnsQp. '76, student representatives_
.
"Along with these chairmen," Vier-:.
Trinity achieved its $500,000
ing said, "are many other volunteers
Annual Giving goal for 1974-75
working
as class agents, solicitors,
with total gifts and pledges of
letter-writers,
and telephoners . We will
$500,675 . Final results were:
depend
on
them
to make this a
Alumni Fund :
$300,154
successful
effort."
Parents Fund:
112,245
Charles P . Stewart Jr., of Pittsburgh,
Business & Industry: 55,756
father of Charles P. Stewart Ill '76, is
Friends Fund:
32,520
also serving a second year as chairman
A complete report on 1974-75
of The Parents Fund .
Annual Giving, with names of
Theodore T . Tansi '54 is chairman of
contributors, will be published
Business and Industry Associates, also
later this fall.
for a second term.
Ellsworth S. Grant of West Hartford
is chairman of The Friends of Trinity
Fund. Grant, a producer of educational
Trinity's budget for the current year
films, is former Mayor and an incum(through June 30, 1976) is $10.8
bent councilman in West Hartford. He
million, of which $6 million, or 56
has been prominent in many civic
percent, comes from tuition and fees.
affairs .
Income from such sources as room and

For the fourth consecutive year, the
College will be seeking a half-million
dollars in annual gifts from alumni,
parents, friends, and business firms to
support the current academic program .
Annual gifts have surpassed a halfmillion dollars for the past three years.
The 1975-76 Annual Giving Campaign will open October 1. In announcing that the College has kept the
Annual Giving goal at $500,000,
President Lockwood explained : "In
recent years, as costs have risen on all
fronts, annual gifts have become a
necessary resource for funding a
first-rate academic program. These
gifts supplement our regular revenues
and provide for that margin of quality
which makes a Trinity education
distinctive and special."

Vohra Appointed
Dana Professor Of
Political Science
Battis

Schultz

Scheuch, G. Fox and Company Professor of Economics, who has held the
chairmanship since 1967. Battis came
to Trinity in 1959 after teaching at
Muhlenberg College, Lehigh University and Lafayette College . He was
appointed an associate professor in
1962 and professor in 1967. A specialist
in economic history, comparative
economic systems and urban economics, he holds a B.S. degree from
Rutgers, and M.A. and Ph .D . degrees
from New York University.
Battis' current research interests

Mace

History Society and the Association
for Comparative Economic Studies.
Schultz, who has also been promoted to associate professor, succeeds
Dr. Richard K. Morris, professor
emeritus, who served as department
chairman from 1971 until1974. A 1951
graduate of the University of Pennsylvania, Schultz received a Master of
Education degree from Temple University in 1961 and a Ph.D. from
Pennsylvania State in 1970.
(see CHAIRMEN, page 2)

Author and East Asian specialist,
Dr. Ranbir Vohra, has been appointed
the Charles A . Dana Professor of
Political Science at Trinity . Dr. Vohra
is chairman of the department.
The Dana Professorship has been
instituted under a grant supported by
the Dana Foundation which recognizes
outstanding professors by underwriting a portion of their salary . Dr . Vohra
is the first professot to be appointed
under the grant.
Dr. Vohra came to Trinity in 1973.
He was graduated from The Punjab
University in India. From 1956-1959,
he was an exchange scholar at Peking
University and was subsequently in
charge of the Chinese Broadcasting
Unit of External Services of All India

Radio. In 1964 he left Indian government service to enter Harvard Graduate School and received his M.A. and
Ph.D . degrees in the East Asian field in
1965 and 1969 .
The recipient of a Ford Fellowship
for study at Harvard University, Dr.
Vohra taught at Harvard from 1969 to
1971 and was associate professor at the
University of Calgary, Alberta, Canada, from 1971 to 1973.
He has published articles dealing
with China and Japan in The Statesman and The Atlantic Monthly. Two
books, Lao She and the Chinese
Revolution (Harvard East Asian
Monograph) and The Chinese Revolution: 1900 to 1950 (Houghton Mifflin
Press) were both published in March of
19'74.
Dr . Vohra has traveled widely
through Asia and Europe and is fluent
in several languages including Chinese,
Japanese, Urdu and Hindi.
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Three Promoted to Full Professor
Three members of the faculty have
been promoted to full professor. They
are : Dr. Joseph D. Bronzino, professor
of engineering; Dr. Drew A . Hyland,
professor of philosophy; and Dr .
Edward W. Sloan III, professor of
history.
Bronzino received a bachelor of
science degree in electrical engineering
from Worcester Polytechnic Institute
in 1959. He received a master of science
degree in electrical engineering from
the U .S. Naval Postgraduate School in
1961 and, in 1968, a doctorate from
Worcester Polytechnic Institute . He is
a licensed professional engineer.
Before joining the Trinity faculty in
1968, he was an assistant professor of
electrical engineering at the University
of New Hampshire. He is director of a
joint biomedical engineering program
between Trinity and Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute's Hartford Graduate
Center. A clinical associate in the
department of surgery at the University of Connecticut Health Center in
Farmington, he is also a member of the
cooperating staff of the Worcester
Foundation For Experimental Biology,
Shrewsbury, Massachusetts.
He is a member of the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers,
American Society For Engineering
Education and the American Association for the Advancement of Sciences.
Hyland received a bachelor of arts
degree from Princeton University in
1961. He received a master of arts and
a doctorate from Pennsylvania State
University in 1963 and 1965
respectively.
Prior to joining the Trinity faculty as
assistant professor of philosophy in
1967, he was assistant professor of
philosophy at the University of
Toronto. He was named associate
professor at Trinity in 1970 and has
been chairman of the Department of
Philosophy since last July .
Sloan received a bachelor of arts
degree from Yale University in 1953
and master of arts degrees from Yale in
1954 and Harvard University in 1960.
He was awarded a doctorate by
Harvard University in 1963 . He joined

the Trinity faculty in 1963 and is
coordinator of Trinity's American
Studies Program .
A maritime historian who also
specializes in 19th and early 20th
century American history, Sloan has
written several books . He is a member
of the American Historical Association, the Organization of American
Historians, New England Historical
Association, United States Naval Institute, Marine Historical Association
and American Association of University Professors.
He is a consultant to the University
of California, a visiting lecturer at the
Munson Institute of American Maritime History at Mystic Seaport, reader
in American history for the Educational Testing Service and a consultant in
maritime literature to the Wesleyan
University Press.

Backer To Direct
Graduate Studies
Ivan A. Backer has been named
director of graduate studies and community education at the College.
Backer joined the Trinity staff in
1969 as director of community affairs
and has been instrumental in the
creation of field work opportunities
and internships for students.
In his new post, he will be responsible for directing the graduate studies
program within the office of the dean
of faculty . He will concentrate his
efforts on the promotion of the existing
gracl.uate pmgr am and the development of new programs to meet the
needs of people in the Greater Hartford
area.
Backer is currently on the board of
the Knox Foundation, the Hartford
Urban Research Committee and the
Hartford Better Business Bureau . He is
a former board member of the Blue
Hills Civic Association, the Community Council of the Capitol Region, the
W elfare Outreach Program and the
Greater Hartford Campus Ministry.

ADDITION TO MATHER HALL - Built in 1960 when the Mather Campus
Center served a student population of 985, increasing enrollments over the years
have resulted in over-crowding in the Mather Dining Hall. The addition now
underway will help alleviate the problem, adding approximately 200 seats.
Improvements in kitchen facilities and relocation of serving areas are expected to
reduce waiting lines and provide a better atmosphere at noon and evening meals.
In addition to enlarging the Dining Hall, the Bookstore area will be increased .
Total cost of the project- including construction, new furniture, carpeting, etc.
- will be about $500,000. Completion date for the addition is scheduled for
November.

Shinkman Heads Office Of
Career Counseling, Placement
Dr. Christopher J. Shinkman has
been named director of career counseling and placement. He succeeds Mrs .
Paula I. Robbins, who has resigned to

Shinkman
take a position with the Hartfo-rd
Graduate Center and to continue her
doctoral work at the University of
Connecticut.

Shinkman comes to Trinity from
Baltimore where he served as assistant
to the provost of Johns Hopkins
University from 1973. Previously he
was student affairs counselor, Cornell
University; assistant. to the dean of
admissions and financial aid, University of Pittsburgh; and director of
placement and assistant direct or orl--_.;o,.,;.;
admissions, Westminster College . .
He received his B.A. from Thiel
College in 1962, an M .Ed. in 1965 from
Westminster and a Ph.D. in 1969 from
Pittsburgh.
While at Johns Hopkins, Shinkman
also taught a graduate level course
entitled "College Student Personnel
·service ."
His memberships include executive
officer, Maryland Association for
Higher Education; National Association of Student Personnel Administrators; American Personnel and Guidance Association ; Middle Atlantic
Placement Association; and American
Association for Higher Education .

CHAIRMEN

During the summer months, the campus is relatively quiet and even lonely. But
on Wednesday evenings this past summer, as in other years, the campus came
· alive with hundreds of people of all ages, many with picnic suppers, who
congregated on the Quad to enjoy the carillon recitals. Even rain did not deter the
"regulars" - they sat in their cars, in the Cloisters, in the archways and a few of
the more hearty sat on folding chairs with raised umbrellas. This was the 26th
annual summer carillon series and it was estimated that attendance at the ten
recitals exceeded 7,000 people, by far the largest number ever recorded.

(from page 1)
Before he joined the Trinity faculty
in 1971, Schultz was an English and
social studies teacher, worked for the
Pennsylvania Dept. of Public Instruction as a Social Studies Curriculum
Specialist, was an instructor in the
Department of Secondary Education at
Penn. State, and served as a research
associate in the Dept.· of Educational
Psychology at Penn. State.
Mace, who is an assistant professor,
succeeds Dr . George W. Dot em who
has held the chairmanship since 1971.
Mace came to Trinity in 1971 from the
University of Minnesota where he
taught child psychology . He received a
B.A. from Yale in 1967 and a Ph .D.
from the University of Minnesota in
1971 . While at Minnesota he held a
Public Health Service Fellowship.
Mace has been a research assistant at
Yale and Cornell as well as Minnesota.
His research interests are in visual
perception and the development of
thinking abilities in children.
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Class Notes
ENGAGEMENTS
1969 WILLIAM H. HASTINGS, JR. to Jane
E. Paalborg
1971 PHILIP M. McGOOHAN to Judith E.
Cutler
1973 RICHARD S. BEASER to Marguarite
Michael

1975 MARGARET S. HOLMES to PAUL
vonRYLL GRYSKA, July 26, 1975
MA 1973 KATHLEEN DOUGHNEY to Richard E. Gwozdz, April19, 1975

. 1960

WEDDINGS
1960 ROBERT P. HALL to Carol A. Block,
June 20, 1975
1966 TIMOTHY W. McNALLY to Reva
Seybolt, May 31, 1975
1967 GEORGE P. WANTY 3d to Susan
Auchincloss Whipple, June 21, 1975
1968 DONALD A. BARLOW to Patricia
Pohl, February 1, 1975
JOHN A. DIX to Constance Sawyer,
May 17, 1975
MICHAEL H. FLOYD to April Doreen
Jaeger, February 1, 1975
JAMES T. TOWNSEND to Anne
Cronch, July 19, 1975
1969 ANDREW R. HILLMAN to Carole
Bernstein, July 6, 1975
1970 JACK LUXEMBURG to Barbara Etkind,
June 15, 1975
1971 L. PETER LAWRENCE to Susan C.
Upton, July 5, 1975
JAMES WU to Elizabeth Ann Foley,
August 9, 1975
KATHLEEN C. GRAHAM to Dr. Larry
L. Congdon, June 14, 1975
SUSAN E. MARTIN to Karl F. Haberlandt, July 3, 1975
PAUL B. SMYTH to Denise Elaine Freeland, May 31, 1975
PAUL MEYENDORFF to Elaine M.
Prokurat, June 15, 1975
1972 JOSEPH D. MESSLER, JR. to Patricia
Whitney, June 21, 1975
ROBERT A. LAWRENCE, JR . to Louis
Davis Franklin, May 31, 1975
ROBERT van der STRICT to Susan
Corbet Rae, June 21, 1975
1973 MARTHA WETTEMANN to James
Power-s, May 24, 1975
JoANNE WILLIAMS to Peter J. Coutrakon, May 10, 1975
1974 JOHN J. KINDL to Francine Cosgrove,
June 21, 1975
RIDGELY C. EVERS to Sonia Phipps
Holden, June 7, 1975
ALBERT LEVEILLE to Ann Fein, June
22, 1975
MARTHA T. CAREY to David L. B.
Eldredge, May 31, 1975
WILLIAM H. BARNEY 3d to Ruth
Anne Mitchell, July 12, 1975
CHARLES W. BOWMAN to Susan B.
Churchill, May 31, 1975
1971, 1972 JOHN A. KING '71 to SUSAN F.
BAUER '72, August 2, 1975
1974, 1975 MARGIE BAIN '74 to RICHARD
A. HUOPPI '75, June 14, 1975
JONATHAN FRANK '74 to SARAH
GREVE '75, August 23, 1975
GEOFFREY PIERCE '74, to CONSTANCE W. BROWN '75, May 31, 1975
JOYCE E. LAUGHLAN to WILLIAM P.
YELENAK, June 14, 1975

1961
1962

1963
1964

1965
1966

1967

1968

1969

1971

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. MURRAY H. MORSE,
JR ., son, "Christopher Peters, June 23,
1975
Mr. and Mrs. GEORGE P. KROH, son,
Brent Purmort, Feb. 28, 1975
Dr. and Mrs. STEPHEN LAZARUS,
son, Sasha Ross, January 14, 1975
Mr. and Mrs. ALEXANDER GUILD,
daughter, Alyson Elizabeth Mary, April
6, 1975
Mr. and Mrs. JAMES WHITTERS,
daughter, Catharine A., Feb. 7, 1975
Dr. and Mrs. DONALD PINE, son,
Adam Marc, March 28, 1975
Mr. and Mrs . ROBERT PERRIN, son,
Joshua N., March 4, 1975
Mr. and Mrs. THOMAS McKUNE,
daughter, Katherine Ellen, May 1, 1975
Mr. and Mrs. PETER KINZLER, son,
Jason, May 21, 1975
Mr. and Mrs. GORDON BOULTBEE,
son, Steven Hallam, Dec. 6, 1974
Mr. and Mrs. LEE R. NOLAN, son,
Todd Randolph, May 4, 1975
Mr. and Mrs. THOMAS M. BEERS,
JR., son, Thomas Moulding, III, May 3,
1975
Mr. and Mrs. LYNN KIRKBY, son,
Stephen Edward, June 18, 1975
Dr. and Mrs. PHILIP J. MAYER, son,
Seth Patrick, May 6, 1975
Mr. and Mrs. ALFRED RAWS III, son,
Sean Justis, April28, 1975
Mr. and Mrs. ROBERT A. CRAVEN,
daughter, Kimberley Beth, May 17,
1975
Mr. and Mrs. PAUL F. BELLOWS, son,
Jon Jeffrey, February 24, 1975 '
Mr. and Mrs. DAVID M. WILSON,
daughter, Katen Elizabeth, March 22,
1975
Mr. and Mrs. RICHARD SHARPLES,
son, Scott Brydson, May 13, 1975
Mr. and Mrs. VICTOR R. LEVINE,
daughter, Rebekah Speakman, April29,
1975
Dr. and Mrs. ALBERT HUMPHREY,
daughter, Alysan Deidre, January 1975
Mr. and Mrs. Kurt A. Mayr (BEVERLY
DIAMOND), son, Karl Anton, January
13, 1975

OS

Mr. Alien R. Goodale
705 New Britain Ave.
Noble Building
Hartford, CT 06106

JARVIS HARRIMAN, now making his
home in Tucson, Arizona, recently celebrated
his 90th birthday. This past summer he visited
his daughters in Andover, Massachusetts and
Philadelphia, and dropped by to spend a
pleasant moment 'neath the elms.

1975 REUNION/HOMECOMING HIGHLIGHTS
Friday, November 14
8:15pm- Organ recital by Clarence E. Watters, Honorary College Organist and Professor of Music Emeritus - the
Chapel
8 : 15 pm - Trinity Club of Hartford Smoker - Coach Don Miller
will talk football and show film clips of the 1950 and
1965 teams - Hamlin Hall
Saturday, November 15
10:45 am- "To the Top of the World" - slide presentation by
President Lockwood on his travels to Nepal
Cinestudio
11 : 30 am - Buffet luncheon - the Field House
1:30pm- Football- Trinity vs. Wesleyan
4: 00 pm - Post-game reception - Austin Arts Centef
7: 00 pm - Reunion/Homecoming Dinner Hotel

Sheraton-Hartford
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The Rev. Paul H . Barbour, D.D.
14 High St.
Farmington, CT 06032

BAYARD SNOW says no promotions, no
new job, no new home and no new children
although several have adopted him as
grandfather. Retiring at the age of 80 from his
last professional assignment as advisor to
Cartagena, Colombia, he is now doing some
homework for the Dade County United Way
and continuing to write verse. He makes his
home in Miami, Florida.
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Mr. Robert E. Cross
208 Newberry St.
Hartford, CT 06114

ED BARTON couldn't make the Immortals
Dinner this year but says that if he could have
taken the Lackawanna local to Scranton, the
Lackawanna Limited to Hoboken, ferry to
23rd street, trolley to Grand Central and then
one of those wonderful limited expresses to
Boston via Hartford and Springfield, he is
sure he could have come. Ed was the recipient
of the Distinguished Service Award from
Bloomsburg, (Pennsylvania) State College
this year. He was a former member of the
Bloomsburg State College faculty, and an
author who is currently working on an
"Updated History of Columbia County"
(Pennsylvania).
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Mr. William B. Pressey
6 Parkway
Hanover, NH 03755

At their 60th Reunion at the Immortals
Dinner in May, the class members present
elected their wives, also present, members of
the class. They are: Mrs. BERTRAM BAILEY, Lillian; Mrs. SAMUEL EDSALL, Marjorie; Mrs. RONALD KINNEY, Beth; Mrs.
THEODORE PECK, Ruth; Mrs. VERTREES
YOUNG, Sylvia. This enlarges the class to 27
living members. Possibly it makes the class
the earliest to have female members.
The class gave the College Library, in
celebration of its 60th Reunion, its Secretary's
compilation, "Index to Illustrations of Shakespeare's Plays." This is a descriptive bibliography of some 23,000 items, published by
Xerox University Micro-films in three reels.
Each item locates the illustration in book or
penodi-611 in any Western lariguage-(l~usstan
and Greek are transliterated into English text),
gives act and scene illustrations, and briefly
indicates the action. The three reels sell for
$55.
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Mr. Erhardt G. Schmitt
41 Mill Rock Road
New Haven, CT 06511

Sorry more of you could not attend the
Immortals Dinner at the Hartford Club on
May 23rd. It was a fine affair, hosted by
President Lockwood and his staff, many of
whom escorted their wives.
Perhaps the most interesting news to some
of us was the announcement that our own
GEORGE FERRIS was to receive the honorary
degree of Doctor of Laws the next day at the
ceremonies on the campus. I take this
opportunity to congratulate you, Dr. Ferris,
most sincerely in behalf of your Class and
personally. I expect you will be introduced to
President Jerry Ford as such when you next
play golf with him at Burning Tree. Please let
me know, George, when this great event (to
me anyway) takes place for news items. Your
comments, complete with scores, will be of
real interest. I want to hear from others of you
also.
Keep itching boys! How about it, CHARLEY BAKER, let me hear.
PUCK LYON comments on "Reflections on
a Fiftieth Reunion" in the May Trinity
Reporter by saying that having been on hand
for such a reunion in 1966, he could readily
appreciate the remarks of GEORGE
MALCOLM-SMITH '25 and thought he
touched the various phases of the gathering in
a very interesting way. Although nine years
have rolled around since he took part in such
a reunion, he has pleasant memories.
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Clinton Brill
Route 13, Box 227
Tallahassee, FL 32303

The Class of 1919 had a group of 10 people
at the Immortals Dinner held at the Hartford
Club on May 23rd. This dinner has developed
into a wonderful gathering of old Trinity
friends and acquaintances from far and near.
The Class had a special table where IRV
PARTRIDGE, HARRY VALENTINE, ED
ARMSTRONG and their wives, and YIN
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POTTER, BEN SILVERBERG, SAM TRAUB
and HAM BARBER completed our representation. For the Class this has evolved into an
annual reunion. Last year we had a semiofficial 55th Reunion of which the Immortals
Dinner was the climax.
JACK WILLIAMS, who retired from his
position in the Chemistry Department of the
University of Wisconsin, continues to reside
in Madison, Wisconsin and spends the winters
in Pasadena, California where he has access to
a very extensive library of a local college. He
wrote Ham Barber, "Have not had a
laboratory task for several years but I have
written a small book, a long memoir, a bit of
history and several research papers since my
retirement seven years ago."
Last year after Mary and lrv• Partridge's
cocktail party which concluded our 55th
Reunion, Vince Potter rook off with some
friends from Houston on what proved to be a
most delightful trip to Europe. They visited
the Dalmatian coast of Yugoslavia, thence to
Vien.na where they listened to Beethoven in
the Royal Opera House and saw a performance of the Spanish Riding School with its
famous Lippizaner horses . Then they visited
Salzburg and the Tyrolean and Bavarian Alps,
Oberammergau, Regenberg, Nuremberg,
Trier and Gotenberg. Vince said he is still
basking in the glow of that trip. He took off
for Mexico with some friends from Houston
after the Immortals Dinner and expected to
spend the summer with his son.
Ham Barber has sold his house in Belleair
Beach, Florida and now resides in Windsor all
year. Ham is carrying on his duties as Class
Agent in his usual efficient and successful
manner. From the way Ham conducts his life,
one would not suspect that his wife, Olive, is
a paraplegic and is dependent on him for
everything. She requires almost constant
attention. He is a shining example to all of us
as to how to face difficulties in life when they
come our way.
Ed Armstrong bought a house in Windsor,
Vermont last summer (2 Pine Street, Zip
05089). After extensive remodeling and
redecorating, he and his wife moved in on
March 1st of this year. They had lived for 45
years in their former home in Hamden,
Connecticut, so moving was quite an operation and a wrench. They are well settled and
content in their new surroundings. Last
November Ed gave Trinity College a silver tea
pot from his collection. It had been made by
the famed English woman silversmith, Hester
Bateman, in London in 1'787.t:d made the gift
in memory of the Class of 1919. It is to be
exhibited in an appropriate location. The
importance of the gift and its value can be
gauged from the fact that Ed was made a
member of the Founders Society and received
a handsome crystal plate engraved with a
scene of the Long Walk from Tiffany's.
Another note about Vince Potter - he
recently added to the numerous engravings
and maps of Washington College and
Hartford which he has given to Trinity
College. This is a rare piece of Washington
College Americana. It is an engraving
showing the eastern view of the College made
by John Barber. Underneath the engraving is a
description of the College taken from the
Darby and Dwight's Gazetter of 1833.
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Mr. Joseph Hartzmark
2229 St. James Parkway
Cleveland Heights, OH 44118

Your SECRETARY and Mrs. Hartzmark
spent last winter in Florida and returned to
their home in Cleveland Heights, Ohio in late
spring. We had hoped t6 attend my 55th
reunion, but will have to look forward to the
next one.
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Mr. James A. Calano
35 White Street
Hartford, CT 06114

The Immortals Dinner held May 23rd at the
Hartford Club was a very enjoyable event.
Classmates attending were the CONNIE
GESNERS, the IKE NEWELLS, the ABNER
NEWTONS and JIM CALANO. PETE RANSOM '21 sat in with us. Pete never misses an
opportunity to join the Class of '23 altho he
rebuked us for not being invited to our 50th
reunion but by that time we all felt that Pete
would just automatically show up. Bishop
Gesner rendered the invocation, performing
his usual fine job. Brief, casual, informal
remarks were made by members of the
administration. Assistant Director of Alumni
Relations KATHY FREDERICK opened the
meeting, followed by Alumni President
DAVE SMITH and finally President LOCKWOOD. Members of the administration sat at
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various tables and we were fortunate to have
the company of Connie Ware, associate
director of the Development Office, along
with her husband, Richard, treasurer of the
Trinity hockey team. RAY MONTGOMERY
'25 and classmates turned out en masse,
looking resplendent in their reunion jackets .
Ray always does a great job with his Class
activities. DUKE MALCOLM-SMITH '25
drew the loudest applause when he approached Ted lockwood to receive his Trinity
Immortal tie clasp but then the Duke cheated
by applauding for himself. An entertaining
sidelight occurred when someone presented
Mrs. Ted lockwood with a piece of chocolate
cake with one candle on it while everyone
sang "Happy Birthday."
ED CRAM '22 and I exchanged correspondence about the time of the Immortals Dinner.
Ed lives in Clearwater, Florida . He and I lived
in the same neighborhood as kids and
attended local Hartford schools. Ed amazed
me with his memory of names and events
which went as far back as pre-World War I
days. You may recall that Ed was captain of
the Trinity baseball team of 1922 which held
the great blue team from Yale to a 2-0 score
that year. It was indeed a moral victory for
Trin when you realize that Yale fielded such
luminaries as Mac Aldrich and Bill Mallory.
Ed made the longest Trin hit that day that I
ever witnessed but couldn't quite make a
homer out of it because of a speedy relay by
the Yale team.
PAUL NORMAN was kind enough to
phone me on Memorial Day to inquire about
my welfare. Paul couldn't make the Immortals
Dinner but he and FREDDIE T ANSILL will be
up in the fall for a couple of football games.
They never miss reunion weekends.
We extend our heart-felt sympathy fo
STAN MILLER whose wife, luciellea, passed
away August 1, 1975. Stan wrote me as
follows: "Jim we are now in the same boat.
We have lost our dear ones but must carry on
as they would have done if it had been
,reversed." Brave words from a brave ma n
indeed!

24

Mr. Thomas J. Quinn
364 Freeman St.
Hartford, CT 06106

BILL HAWLEY now 74 can't quite believe
it. He has four grandchildren and says he and
his wife-; Margarita, are both in great shape.
He works a lo t at his home in San Diego,
travels a lot and says life is good.
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Mr. Raymond A. Montgomery
No rth Racebrook Road
Woodbridge, CT 06525

Twenty-Five's Fiftieth Reunion in May was
a complete success! Twenty-one of our
classmates were on hand during some part of
the three-day celebration; 16 for all functions.
There were also 17 wives and three widows
(guests of Class) in attendance. All classmates
enjoyed seeing Ella ANDERSON, widow of
NILS; Betty NOBLE, widow of DIRK; and
Daphne Kennedy, widow of STAN KENNEDY '24, who always reuned with our class.
Although the weather was extremely hot over 90 degrees on Friday and a high of 97
degrees on Saturday afternoon, all enjoyed
the three cocktail parties - two at the Tansill
Sports Room and one at the Hartford Club in
downtown Hartford where the Class attended
the Immortals Dinner in a body , occupying
three and one-half tables (the largest delegation there). Our Class Dinner was held in the
lounge underneath Jones Dormitory on
Saturday night. A fine menu of an entree of
sirloin tips in burgundy sauce was enjoyed by
all. Each classmate received a souvenir
momento of the "Fiftieth" in the form of a
light pewter mug properly engraved for the
occasion.
The Class appreciates the excellent help
given by KATHY FREDERICK, assistant
director of alumni relations, who was our
guest at all functions, including the Class
Di'nner. Twenty-Five is also grateful to
Chaplain Tull for taking time from his busy
schedule to serve at the Saturday Memorial
Service for Twenty-Five's departed classmates. We are also appreciative for the second
year in a row of a fine financial gift from Mrs .
William D. Merchant in memory of her
husband BILL, which swelled Twenty-Five's
annual gift to close to $10,000 for 1975. We
are also happy about the fine welcome from
the Class of 1926 via ROSS PARKE, who
personally delivered a poem of congratulations for our Fiftieth done by him in old
English lettering; a delightful piece of work
and fine gesture. Ross remained briefly at the
Saturday cocktail party.
Our bulletins on Reunion brought responses from classmates we have not heard

from in years. Some good news and· some
bad. MAX PHELP's wife fell two days before
Reunion and broke her hip and could not
attend - Max, however, joined us at the
Immortals Dinner on Friday night but had to
pass the other functions. We hope Mrs. Phelps
had speedy recovery. JAKE COOPER wrote
that a heavy workload and a recent promotion (he's still a t it) to division sales manager
of his company prohibited his attending.
MARIUS JOHNSON, whom we all remember
as a fleet halfback and fine sprinter, could not
return as his medical reunion at Maryland
came on the same weekend. JIM McNALLY
was laid up with a broken hip and injured
arm, and was confined to a wheelchair. BOB
FLEMING was unable to attend because of
illness. Bob's son has taken over his medical
practice. All were glad to see CHAUNCEY
JEPSON, who made an unexpected appearance at Saturday's cocktail party. Alan, his
son, the former mayor of Milford and his wife
drove Jep and Mrs. Jepson up from Yonkers.
WHEELER HAINLEY might have returned
except that his daughter (winner of the State
of Alabama American legion oratorical
contest) was graduating from high school and
the university where he teaches was having its
commencement on the same weekend.
CHUCK MORRIS sent his regrets-" ... too
busy at this time of year with activities in
Milton, Massachusetts." He added that he and
his wife are "in excellent health and enjoying
life to the utmost." TED JONES appeared on
the Trinity campus on Friday afternoon but
could not remain for the festivities- too busy
a schedule at the hospital in Concord, New
H a mpshire, where he now lives to be near the
hospi tal. He and Elizabeth, who has recovered
nicely from a coronary attack two years ago,
still maintain their beautiful home at Yarmouth Port on Cape Cod.
We were glad to have TONY TRAINER
(our most recent honorary member) and his
lovely wife, Marie-louise, at Saturday's
cocktail party. Tony, a graduate of the
University of Pennsylvania, participates in
many Trinity activities, including annual
giving via the class as well as attending
various athletic contests. FRANK THORBURN won the prize for coming the longest
distance at the Immortals Dinner on Friday
night; he and his wife came from South
Dakota. LEO RICCI was planning to come
back for " the Fiftieth" but was taken ill about
three weeks before and spent some time at
Meriden Hospital, of which he is president.
It's rare for leo to miss a reunion. We hope he
had a speedy recovery.
.
All in all Reunion was a success. A 20 per
cent return of classmates is good in any
league. For fall we are planning a tailgate
party at one of the home football games; also
a class dinner for mid-winter looks promising.
Notices will be forthcoming.
Our own KEN SMITH, president of the
Baseball Hall of Fame in Cooperstown, New
York, delivered the eulogy at the funeral of
lefty Grove, one of baseball's greatest
pitchers. Ken had known lefty all of his life.
WHEELER HAWLEY wrote to say that his
daughter, Diana, married Ed Alexander of Ft.
Worth, Texas on June 27; his second
daughter, Carol Ann, attended the American
Academy of Achievement in Evansville,
Indiana this past June and he went with her;
and third daughter, Julia, age 16, had a flute
recital in May and jerked sodas during the
summer.
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Mr. N. Ross Parke
18 Van Buren A venue
West Hartford, CT 06107

Dear Classmates: Hope you all answered
the questionnaire recently sent out by the
Alumni Association on reunions.
We're grateful to learn that NORM and
Jea n PITCHER are now enjoying their normal
good health after a rough winter. Hope this
goes for all of you and that you are also
enjoying normal good health.
I'm sure I speak for all of us of 2T6 as we
extend our deepest sympathy to GEORGE
MALCOLM-SMITH who recently suffered
the loss of his beloved wife.
In the art area, your SECRETARY is
grateful to have had a one man exhibition
throughout the month of June at the State
Bank for Savings in West Hartford. I have
also finished two panels flanking my mural of
Valley Forge, Pennsylvania on the estate of
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Rutherford Most about three miles from George Washington's
headquarters there.
A nice note was received from LLOYD
GAMBLE who says he is living in tranquil
retirement in the villege of Middle Haddam,
Connecticut, about which Odell Sheppard
once said "the most magical of all the river
villages." He notes the Connecticut River
flows within sight beyond his garden wall.
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Mr. Winthrop H . Segur
34 Onlook Rd.
Wethersfield, CT 06109

It was nice to hear from HOWARD
SMALLEY who is still golfing, boating and
enjoying retirement. Howard has done some
traveling but the only plans for this year were
for a trip to Maine to see "the kids" this past
summer. Howard makes his home in Cape
Coral, Florida.
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Mr. Royden C. Berger
53 Thomson Road
West Hartford, c:;T 06107

BILL NILES says that having been retired
for a couple of years, he and Mary plan to
spend the next couple of years in Mexico,
where the weather is always warm, and
fishing and swimming excellent.
ARTHUR PLATT has retired as executive
assistant to the president of Dickinson
College, Carlisle, Pennsylvania. Art held this
position for the past 13 years. He says
classmates are welcome at 644 Yorkshire
Drive, Carlisle, Pennsylvania.
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Mr. James V. White
22 Austin Road
Milford, CT 06460

GEORGE HEY, who retired as unit director
at the Haverhill (Massa chusetts) High School
this past June, received the Haverhill Citizenship Award at a retirement party "for service
beyond the call of duty to the community."
KARL KOENIG was recently elected president of the TriCity Coin Club, Central, New
York and is also first vice. president of the
lions Club of Hamilton. Karl enjoys gardening, writing and fine arts painting - he says
not necessarily in that order.
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Dr. Robert P. Waterman
148 Forest lane
Glastonbury, CT 06033

LAURENCE BLAUVELT retired in June
after 20 years as headmaster of Friends Select
School in PhiladelPhia .
HARRY HENSLEE worl<s for Bayou Safe'S
Contractors, Inc. , a general contracting firm.
Both of his sons are married and live in Baton
Rouge, Louisiana.
GEORGE MANNWEILER, who retired the
1st of January, enjoys gardening, wine
making, photography and his two grandchildren. He writes that a recent highlight was a
visit by HUGH and Sally CAMPBELL '32 .
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Mr. Ezra Melrose
186 Penn Dr .
West Hartford, CT 06119

JACK SHARKEY retired from the parochial
ministry after 15 years as rector of St. Paul's
Episcopal Church-on-the-Hill, Ossining, New
York. Jack says he is taking up residence
somewhere in Westchester and plans to enjoy
freedom to travel to Europe, Haiti, etc.
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Mr. John A. Mason
564 West Avon Rd.
A von, CT 06001

ED CRAIG did well sailboat racing off
Plymouth, Massachusetts in late July . He
finished second out of ten boats in a 30-foot
Tartan over a 20 mile course.
We understand that DON DUMONT was
in this country the last week of May for
college graduation of his sons. Don is
stationed in the Republic of Mali.
CHUCK and Helen KINGSTON are new
grandparents. Their daughter, Pam, had a
daughter, Jennifer Anne, on April 29th.
DOUG GAY has an interest in a new
product - Jobe's . Spikes, a revolutionary
method for feedin·g trees and shrubs. Your
SECRETARY finds they are easy to install.
Phyllis and I enjoyed seeing Millie and
ARDEN SHAW in West Chatham last July.
CHARLIE and Ruth TUCKER announce the
engagement of their daughter, Beth, to George
W. Kendall of San Francisco. A fall wedding
is planned.
Two of the most handsome members of the
Class recently had their pictures in the
Hartford Courant. CHARLIE TOWNE was
pictured presenting the Courant's Laurel
Music Camp Scholarship checks, while JOHN
KELLY, president of the Northern Connecticut Chapter of the National Football Founda-

tion, was shown discussing 1975 scholarathletes with Lt. Gov. Robert K . Killian .
Incidentally, John's daughter, Judith, married
Dale Newton of Manchester, Connecticut on
July 12th. We understand John is now senior
resident agent of the FBI's Hartford office,
which covers the northern section of
Connecticut.
We talked with BERT HOLLAND in late
July and he is making a good recovery from
surgery performed earlier in the month.
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Mr. Victor E. Bonander
90 Van Buren Ave.
West Hartford, CT 06107

RALPH HEINSEN has retired after 40 years
with the Harris Bank in Chicago. He now lives
in Lakeside, Michigan.
HERB MOORE took early retirement in
August of 1974 and moved to Dennis,
Massachusetts on Cape Cod. He is very busy
gardening his two acre place and says he
doesn't miss the big city (New York) at all!
BILL REYNOLDS has been named senior
vice president of Sterling Products International Inc. , New York City. He will be
responsible for managing and coordinating
the worldwide activities in the cosmetic,
toiletry, household and industrial product
lines . He and his wife, Jeannette, and their
four children live in Darien, Connecticut .
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Mr. Robert M. Kelly
183 Kenyon Street
Hartford, CT 06105

JOE GRECO writes that his son, Stephen,
who is a junior at Colorado College, was
awarded a U.S. Army Association Medal for
outstanding performance in his Army ROTC
unit at a recent formal review at the college.
Upon graduation, Steve will enter the Army
as a 2nd lieutenant . His brother, BARRY '66,
is now a captain in the Air Force.
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Mr. James M. F. Weir
27 Brook Rd.
Woodbridge, CT 06525

After 33 yea rs with the IRS, FRANK
BURKE is enjoying retirement in Atlanta. His
first gFandchila is a girl and was born and
lives in Sao Paulo, Brazil, but the rest of his
famil y is in Atlanta.
CARL HODGDON still piays tennis three
to five times a week and is captain of one of
his club's men's teams (the oldest one he says).
Carl's oldest son, Todd, has finished four
years in the Army JAG Corps and has decided
to stay in and become a military judge. Carl's
granddaughter, Sarah Alice, is the first girl in
four generations of Hodgdons. He is still
singing in the choir of the lewinsville
Presbyterian Church in Virginia.
An unidentified fan and Trinity alum has
written that GARY MERRILL has successfully
encompassed the trials of the performing arts
in completing some 30 years in movies, on the
stage, and in television. He notes that Gary
recently appeared at the Westport (Connecticut) Playhouse in the lead role of "Born
Yesterday," and that he has been an Oscar
nominee at least once .
CLEM MOTTEN, his wife, Louise, and
daughter, Luisa, will be spending the next two
academic years in Rome, Italy, where Clem
will be teaching at Temple in Rome, Temple
University's liberal arts campus in the Eternal
City.
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Mr. Earl H. Flynn
147 Goodale Dr.
Newington, CT 06111

MIL TON BUDIN is still involved in the toy
and juvenile furniture business in the Philadelphia area. He hopes someday to return to
his native Hartford. His son, Michael, is sales
engineer for Trane Company and Milt's
grandson Adam is two years old. His
daughter, Barbara, lives in Michigan and is
married to an enterprising attorney.
HANK HAYDEN is on the board of
directors of the San Mateo City Mental Health
Association and he reports a guest appearance
with the San Carlos Symphony (California)
last May.
SUMNER TWISS , vice president for development of Lawrence Institute of Technology,
Southfield, Michigan, has had an article
entitled "A Profit Motivator looks at
Non-Profit Institutions" published in the
Spring 1975 issue of The Grantsman Quarterly Journal, the official publication of the
international Guild of Resource Developers.
AI TURNER retired from Cincinnati Milacron Inc. after 29 years.
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Mr . Herbert R. Bland
R.C. Knox & Co.
P.O. Box 930
Hartford, CT 06101

JOHN and Connie DIMLING have moved
to Westboro, Massachusetts and they hope to
visit Trinity sometime soon.
JAY SHAPIRO has four children with
Chuck, age 22, having finished his second
year of medical school at Stanford University; Sari, age 20, has finished her third year at
UCLA; Robin, age 18, has finished her second
year at UCLA; and Robin, age 15, has
finished her junior year at William Howard
Taft High School.
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Mr. Frank A. Kelly, Jr.
21 Forest Dr.
Newington, CT 06111

HERB CHAUSER is president of the Dade
County Dental Research Clinic in Miami,
Florida.
In addition to teaching American history
and physical education at Penney High School
in East Hartford, TED KNUREK is director of
Camp Courant, a place where underprivileged
city children can get out in the sun for fun.
Ted has held this job for the past 15 years.
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Mr. Martin D . Wood
19 Tootin Hill Rd.
West Simsbury, CT 06092

KEN ALBRECHT is selling his motel in
King City, California and expects to buy a
new one, probably in East or South Texas . He
missed seeing KEN YUDOWITCH '43 when
he stopped by recently but hoped to catch him
on his way back from southern California.
Al BOWMAN won the Gilbert Chinard
Prize of the Society for French Historical
Studies and the Institut Francais de Washington for 1974 with his book, 'The Struggle for
Neutrality, " published by University of
Tennessee Press. He has two daughters in
graduate school: Vicki, in special education at
Tennessee Technological University; and
Betsy, in French literature at Columbia
University .
GEORGE CAREY was accepted as a
member of the International Seniors Amateur
Golf Society and took part in his first seniors
event at Gleneagles, Scotland, June 30th
through July 4th.
JOHN GLYNN, with Sperry Rand Corporation since 1951, has been appointed staff vice
president- corporate personnel relations .
Making headlines in the Hartford Courant
is GEORGE STOUGHTON of West Hartford
who has been assistant to the State's attorney
for the past 16 years . George will become
Hartford County's top prosecutor.
JOHN SWIFT and his wife, Fran, continue
to enjoy life in Kensington, Maryland, where
he manages a small group in air quality
consulting and Fran works more than full time
in a Washington, D.C. child day care
organization. John says their three children
are quite on their own and so far have
produced three grandchildren, with a fourth
on the way .
WALLACE WEBB, who celebrated his 32nd
anniversary with United Airlines last March,
is now a B-747 captain. He teaches karate in
his spare time and has advanced to 2nd degree
Black Belt. Unfortunately, he suffered a
$10,000 loss of his camper, bicycles and boat,
all due to an arsonist!
BOB WHITSITT retired from the New
York District School Administration last
January and is doing adjunct college teaching
at the undergraduate and graduate level in
supervision of instruction, student teaching,
and psychology . Both his son and_ daughter
have graduated from college and he says there
is time for writing and many hobbies.
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Mr. John l. Bonee
McCook, Kenyon and Bonee
50 State St..
Hartford, CT 06103

RAY CUNNINGHAM, whose parish is in
Pine Plains, New York, works as a consultant
in the new directions program of the Episcopal
Church, which is dedicated to the survival
and renewal of small parishes. Ray travels in
the Midwest and East.
JIM DENNY, professor of industrial engineering at West Virginia University, is
coordinator for a conference on productivity .
This is a West Virginia University research
project for the foundry industry. He has two
sons in the armed forces : Herbert, age 25, a
pilot and flight engineer CSA; and Herman,
age 23, a helicopter pilot with the U.S. Army.
Jim's oldest son, James IV, has a boy and a
girl, with the boy being James V.

After 30 years as a Pan Am pilot, EVERITT
GAMBLE retired to a new job as director of
operations administration for Allegheny Airlines, Pittsburgh.
REUBEN POMERANTZ designed and built
his new country manor home in the Potomac
(Maryland) hunt country.
DICK TULLAR, advertising director of the
Union-Tribune Publishing Company in San
Diego, was recently visited by BOB BECK,
publisher of the Roswell Record, Roswell,
New Mexico . Dick wrote to say that Trinity
alumni had a good meeting in San Diego with
President LOCKWOOD.
KEN YUDOWITCH writes that he is
"spending my terminal adolescence in the San
Francisco Bay area. " He plans to close out his
company, Operations Research Associates,
this fall and return to college teaching.
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Dr. Harry R. Gossling
558 Simsbury Rd .
Bloomfield, CT 06002

Being a native of Rhode Island and steeped
in the tradition of the 13 original colonies,
JARVIS HARRIMAN is serving on the
Bicentennial Committee of Tucson, Arizona,
although Tucson was founded as a northern
frontier town by the Spanish and there is no
remote connection with the American
colonies. As executive director of the Tucson
Festival Society, he is engaged in preserving
and promoting Tucson's Indian-SpanishMexican-pioneer tradition.
SPIRO PETERSON has had an article,
"Defoe in Edinburgh, 1707," published in The
Huntington library Quarterly .
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Mr. Andrew W . Milligan
15 Winterset lane
West Hartford, CT 06117

JOE AIELLO was recently appointed vice
president of Morris Park Contracting Company, Inc ., Yonkers, New York.
MANLEY GOODSPEED proudly reports
that his son, Mark, made all-district, allmetro, all-state and all-prep-all-American in
football. He also set ·a new state (Missouri)
record in the discus of 188! Mark will be going
to the University of Nebraska .
Although our 30th reunion should be this
coming fall, we wj ll om;e again join forces _
with the classes of 1946 and 1947 and
celebrate our 30th in 1976.
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Mr. J. William Vincent
80 Newport Avenue
West Hartford, CT 06107

CLIFF BOTWAY has just moved the world
headquarters of Clifford A. Botway, Inc. to
800 Third Avenue, New York City. The
company has nine divisions operating in New
York, los Angeles and three foreign countries . He has a son at lehigh University and a
daughter at Tufts University.
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Paul J. Kingston, M.D .
Barbourtown Rd ., RFD #1
Collinsville, CT 06022

ED FRIEDLANDER is currently special
assistant to the Office of the Commissioner of
the Food and Drug Administration, Department of Health, Education and Welfare,
Washington, D.C. Ed and his wife, Gloria,
have two children: Jane, age 10; and Ned, age
81/z . They make their home in Gaithersburg,
Maryland .
EARL O'CONNOR has been working in the
new homes business the last several years. He
says his children are gradually leaving, the
last one starting at Tufts this fall. Others have
finished Trinity in 1967, Mt. Holyoke,
Williams, and Rochester Institute of
Technology .
The Rev. FRED POPE celebrated his 25th
anniversary of ordination at a reception held
by his parish, St. Stephen's Episcopal Church
in Fergusen, St. louis County, Missouri.
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The Rt. Rev . E. Otis Charles
231 East First So. St.
Salt lake City, Utah 84111

BROOKS MAUE, professor at California
State University-long Beach, is graduate
coordinator for the philosophy program. In
addition he is coach of the university sailing
team (ranked at one time as third on the North
American continent) , advisor to the sailing
association and teaches for credit an advanced
sailing course for the PE Department.
BILL MAY is with Keeler Advertising

Specialties in Anaheim, California. Of his two
girls and two boys, only one is at home. Bill's
eldest daughter, Kathy, was born while he
was at Trinity, was christened in the Chapel,
and now has a six year old daughter and lives
in Colorado. He says all the rest of the family
are confirmed Californians.
MILT BRAND recently celebrated the 15th
anniversary of his marketing consulting firm,
Brand, Gruber, Stander and Company in
Huntington Woods, Michigan.
BILL WEINHAUER became the fourth
Diocesan Bishop of the Diocese of Western
North Carolina last spring.
JOHN FANDEL's new collection of poems,
The Deserted Greenhouse and Other Poems ,
can be ordered from Roth Publishing, 19
Franklin Street, Williston Park, New York
11596 .
JIM STRONGIN's film production company, JS Communications, Inc., is a year old.
He produces, directs, writes and photographs
. documentaries, theatrical shorts and industrials for such clients as USIA, IBM,. Outdoor
Advertising Assn. , and A.T .&T . Jim says his
daughter, Kim, will be a Trinity ~:andidate in
two years.
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Mr. Charles I. Tenney, C.l. U.
Charles I. Tenney & Associates
2 Bryn Mawr Ave.
Bryn Mawr, PA 19010

DAVE AUSTIN has been appointed secretary , underwriting department at the Aetna
Insurance Company in Hartford. Dave has
been with the Aetna since 1954 . He and his
wife, Margaret, have three sons and live in
Burlington, Connecticut.
LAWRENCE FAGAN has been promoted
to the post of deputy manager for sewer
engineering by the Metropolitan District
Commission, Hartford . He and his wife,
Norma, have four children.
Wearing two hats is JOHN GRIFFIN who is
assistant department head (history) at Kennedy High School in Waterbury, Connecticut,
and owner of a furniture store in Plantsville,
Connecticut. John has four daughters, with
the second daughter at Connecticut College in
New london, Connecticut and his third
daughter, Regina, starting at Trinity.
JOE LITTELL is executive vice president of
McDougal, Littell and Company, educational
publishers with headquarters in Evanston,
~Il.!i.nois.. ...:=T:his fall, William Morrow -an d
Company is publishing his new book, The
Comic Spirit, a fresh selection of American
humor, both written and visual.
San Francisco's historic Grace Cathedral
has a new Dean - Rev . Canon STANLEY
RODGERS. He joined the Grace Cathedral
staff in 1967, and is co-author of a textbook
on marriage and family life . He and his wife,
Helen, have five children, and live in the
Presidio Heights area of San Francisco.
JIM STRALEY has joined Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association as vice
president. Jim's office is in New York City and
he resides with his wife and four children in
Rockville Centre, New York.
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Mr. James R. Glassco, Jr.
8532 Georgetown Pike
Mclean, VA 22101

JOE BENNETT is practicing internal medicine in Paoli, Pennsylvania. Joe has five
children and the oldest, Kimberlea, will
matriculate at Gettysburg College this fall.
JOHN HARDWICK has been on the staff of
the Bishop of Pennsylvania for the past seven
years and is now director of planning and
program. His daughter, Cathy, is a Junior at
lake Forest College in Illinois; son Kit will
start at the University of Wisconsin, Madison ; and son Tim will begin his junior year at
Abington High School. John says he can't
believe this is our 25th Reunion year.
HARRY KNAPP, who has been with
Connecticut Bank and Trust Company,
Hartford, since 1969, has been elected
assistant vice president.
TOM MESKILL, formerly governor of
Connecticut, has been appointed a judge on
the U.S. 2nd Circuit Court of Appeals . The
nine member court on which he will sit meets
for most formal sessions in New York City but
he plans to continue living in Connecticut.
HANK PEREZ is a real estate broker
associated with the Goodwin Agency in
Felton, California. Hank has five sons: Jeff,
20, Rod, 19, Bill, 16, Scott, 15, and Robert, 9.
He says he would enjoy hearing from old
friends.
STEPHEN ROMAINE, who teaches chemistry at Hall High School in West Hartford,
received his Master of Science in chemical
education from Simmons College, Boston this
past May, and his wife, NELLIE MA '60, also
received an M.A. in library science at the

same commencement!
LEONARD ROSS is chief of the department
of radiology at the Quincy (Massachusetts)
City Hospital. His wife, Muriel, is principal of
religious school of Jewish Community Center
of S. Shore, while son Mitchell is a sophomore
at Harvard and daughter Sheryl is in the 6th
grade at East School, Hingham, Massachusetts .
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Mr. John F. Klingler
344 Fern St.
West Hartford, CT 06119

BILL DOBBS has been appointed vice
president of United States Trust Company of
New York . Extracurricular activities of his
include the Darien (Connecticut) little
league, the Darien Youth Hockey Association, and the Darien Junior Football league .
Bill and his wife, Anne-Marie, and their fou r
children live in Darien.
DAVE EDWARDS has left Choate Rosemary Hall to become associate director for
individual gifts at Yale on their $370 million
campaign.
MAC JACOBY is finishing up 20 years at
the Landon School, Bethesda, Maryland and
is teaching math on the 7th and 8th grade
level. He also coaches the high school tennis
team which was to defend their national
interscholastic title this past June. Mac says
their No. 2 man, Tim Jenkins, will be at
Trinity this fall and that Tim and their No. 1
man, Jim Hodges, won the national interscholastic doubles title last year.
RON KAUFMAN has been named acting
vice president for medical affairs of the
George Washington University, Washington,
D.C. He is a Fellow of the American College
of Physicians and a member of various
professional organizations, including the
American Society of Internal Medicine, for
which he serves on the advisory council to its
president-elect.
DEAN McCALLUM now lives in Clayton,
Missouri with his wife, Joyce, and their
children, Mark, age 16, and Elise, age 12 .
Dean joined General Dynamics Corporation
in February of 1974 as assistant general
counsel and says he enjoys getting back to
Connecticut when visiting their Electric Boat
Division at Groton. He writes that Jean
Schweizer, wife of the rector of St. Michael
an _5t. _ George ill ~lay ton lth~Lc.burch)
recently lectured at Trinity and was very
impressed with the campus.
After having spent 24 years writing and
working in the field of international security
affairs, GEORGE WITTMAN has had his fi rst
novel, A Matter of Intelligence, published by
Macmillan and Company. He says that to the
late Dr. Hood and Dr. Means he owes a debt
of classical training in analytical and searching thought. "They were great and iconolclastic teachers . Men of another era sorely needed
today. "
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Mr. Douglas C. lee
628 Willow Glen Dr.
lodi, CA 95240

BILL CARVER is right of way agent for the
New York State Department of Transportation . He has three children: William, Jr. , age
15, John, age 13, and Wendy, age 11. Keeping
busy otherwise, he is first lieutenant of the
East Clinton Rescue Squad volunteer fireman,
East Clinton fire district chairman, zoning
board of appeals and committeeman, and Boy
Sco.ut Troop 128.
NICHOLAS CHRISTAKOS has been
elected group vice president of Gladding
Corporation, South Otselic, New York, a
multi-national manufacturer of sporting
goods. He has also been elected director and
trustee of the Oneida Savings Bank and
trustee of Cazenovia College, a 150-year-old
two-year college for women. His wife,
Harriet, had an exhibit of her ceramics at the
Everson Museum of Fine Arts in Syracuse,
New York. Son Stephen will be a junior at
Williams College, daughter Constance will be
a sophomore at Syracuse University College
of Nursing, and son Sparky is at Kent School.
BOB GIRARD has joined Burke and Burke,
a law firm in Hartford .
JOE MOREHEAD had his treatise, "Introduction to United States Public Documents,"
published in January by libraries Unlimited
(littleton, Colorado). This past summer he
spent in Washington, D.C. doing research at
the National Archives under a grant from the
State University of New York Research
Institute. Joe is a professor at S.U.N.Y. at
Albany, New York .
ED MORRISEY was presented the National
Guard Association of the United States
meritorious service award in recognition of
his outstanding contributions to the Air
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National Guard. He writes that he had lunch
with GEORGE SMITH in conjunction with a
trip to the United Nations.
JIM VanSANT, president of General Steel
Industries Inc., St. Louis, Missouri, was
chosen "man of the year" by the Kingdom of
Callaway, Kingdom County, Missouri. Instead of making a speech at the presentation at
William Woods College in Furton, Jim footed
the expense of a recital by concert pianist
Eugene List.
JOHN WIBERG has received a $200,000
grant from the National Institutes of Health to
support his research at the University of
Rochester for the next three years. The
research involves biochemical-genetic studies
on regulation of protein synthesis by a
bacterial virus.
BOB BUFFUM has been made president of
the Manasota Beach Club Inc. and says
Florida business is reaching new unexpected
highs. Weekapaug Inn in Rhode Island (part
of the Beach Club) recently was listed as one
of the 10 most distinguished resorts in a Better
Homes and Garden survey. Bob has a
daughter, Buffy, teaching in England, a son,
Rob, who is at Trinity, and a son, John, at St.
George's in Newport, Rhode Island.
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Mr. Paul A. Mortell
508 Stratfield Rd.
Fairfield, CT 06432

DICK LYFORD wrote us that he had dinner
with President Ford when he and his wife
visited Vail, Colorado last January. He said
this was a Deke alumni affair and that the
President spent 3Vz hours with them and he
thought had as much fun as the Deke alumni
did. His comment, "Super guy." Dick recently
wrapped up 15 years with Connecticut
General in Denver "trying to support a wife
and four kids in the manner to which they
have become accustomed to thinking they
deserve! "
JOHN MciVER is a full time artist with a
studio in Evansville, Indiana . He recently had
an exhibit in "Watercolor West" at Utah State
University. John is a member of the American
Watercolor Society and has had his work
shown in major professional competitions
nationwide. His most recent was "Mainstream
'75" in Ohio.
EUGENE BINDA has been appointed
director of special commodities for Puerto
Rico Marine'l'Vfanagement, a newly formed
subsidiary of R. J. Reynolds, located in
Elizabeth, New Jersey.
KEN BARNETT says he keeps busy with
four offspring in four different schools - two
in college. Ken travels throughout the
Northeast for Jaeger Machine Company of
Columbus, Ohio, and his wife, Martha,
teaches Spanish in a local junior high. He
says, "All's well."
ED BLACKLER returned September a year
ago from six years in South America working
as technical advisor in computer technology
for the State Department, working with
governments of under-developed countries.
He is now working at the computer center in
the Department of Commerce in Washington,
D .C. trying to help unsnarl our economic
dilemna .
EUGENE SCHLOSS reports his d9ughter,
Karen, will be entering Trinity as a freshman
this fall.
BILL BERNHARD is medical director,
division of respiratory care at New York
University Medical Center as well as an
associate professor in the Department of
Anesthesiology.
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Mr. Theodore T. Tansi
Phoenix Mutual Life Insurance
Co.
1 American Row
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STAN NEWMAN is executive vice president of the New York City Convention and
Exhibition Center Corporation, which he says
is building the world's largest convention
center. He and his wife, Carol, have two
children, ages 5 and 7Vz.
TOBY SCHOYER, who is president of his
real estate business, Virgin Islands Real Estate,
wrote that he lost his bid for a seat in the
Virgin Islands Senate last year, but is in the
Legislature anyway as an advisor. Toby has
been reelected president of The St. Croix
Council of the Navy League of the United
States and is also vice chairman of the Virgin
Islands Manpower Planning Council.
LEWIS TAFT, who is with IBM in San Jose,
California, says he visited Japan on business,
eight years after having lived there.
PETE WINDESHEIM, director of engineering at Bell Electric Company, Chicago, was
elected chairman of the General Englineering
committee, wiring device section of the

National Electrical Manufacturers Association
last year.
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Mr. E. Wade Close, Jr .
200 Hunter's Trace Lane
Atlanta, Georgia 30328

BOB BENNETT has been promoted to
assistant vice president, research and development at Apollo Chemical Corporation, Whippany, New Jersey. Apollo is an international
specialty chemical company involved in
pollution control.
FRANK CERVENY has been named Bishop
of the Diocese of Florida and is chairman of
evangelism for the House of Bishop. The
University of the South and The General
Theological Seminary both awarded him
honorary doctorates this past May.
BOB DIAMOND teaches fifth grade at the
Hurley School, Hurley, New York. In his
spare time he is town justice for the Town of
Marbletown. His summers are spent as "front
porch assistant in the transportation department" at an old world, beautifully maintained
resort hotel, Lake Mohawk Mountain House,
New Paltz, New York. His invitation to visit
him there came a little too late to make this
news report, but maybe next year.
We hope all Trin alumni were tuned in for
the TV kickoff of the nation's Bicentennial
taking place with BOB COLLEDGE at Old
North Church in Boston. As you must know,
President Ford was guest at the service. Bob,
who has been vicar of Old North Church for
the past four years, did get a chance to
introduce his wife, Roberta, and his three
children, Susan, 18, Robert, Jr., 16 and
Stephen, 13 to the chief executive.
PHILLIP IVES and his wife, Carol, live in
West Palm Beach, Florida, where Phil
operates his own business as independent
audio-visual producer. He wrote to say he
saw PETE PETERSON last spring when he
was in Florida on a business trip and despite
being 20 years out, neither of them are getting
older.
MAURICE KAHAN is publicity manager
for Sleepy Hollow Restorations, Inc. in
Tarrytown, New York. Maurice says his first
child, Rachel Leah, born September 1973, is a
non-stop talker like her old man.
TONY McKIM opened his own office in the
beginning of the year in association with The
Design Group, architects and designers,
Bedford Hills, New York.
BILL O'HARA, Mount Saint Mary College
(Newburgh, New York) president and history
professor, has been named an Outstanding
Educator of America for 1975. The annual
national awards program honors distinguished men and women for exceptional
service, achievement and leadership in the
field of education.
ROGER SCHERER is still with Sanford
Corporation, Chicago, Illinois, in sales for
three and a half states.
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Mr. Edward A. Montgomery, Jr.
16 Stanhope Gardens
London, S.W. 7, England

Joining the Travelers Insurance Companies,
Hartford, in 1956, CHARLES EVEN has been
appointed second vice president and actuary
in the casualty-property commercial lines
department.
DICK FLEMING has received a $500 award
for liturgical music premiered this August at
the National Convocation on Music and Arts
at West Virginia Wesleyan. The competition
was entered by 114 composers from the U.S.,
Canada and England, and Dick says the
setting of a new communion liturgy for the
United Methodist Church is being published
by Abingdon Press .
ARNOLD PERSKY has been selected for
promotion to lieutenant colonel. He is
assigned to the office of the Judge Advocate
General, USAF, Headquarters, Washington,
D.C. Arnold's previous assignment was in
Thailand, and he has taught law at the Air
University of Maxwell AFB, Alabama. He has
two children -Leigh, 12 and Julie, 9.
Retired Lieutenant Commander BILL
LAUFFER is currently Gulf regional manager
for a Norwegian-American joint venture. His
office is in Houston, Texas.
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Mr. Paul B. Marion
7 Martin Place
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If this issue seems rather dry, it is because
I'm pressed for time to meet the deadline. I've
been very busy opening up my own insurance
agency in Chatham, New Jersey so I'm sure
you'll understand .
JAMES WIEGMAN reports that he is now
living in LaHabra, California and works at

Rockwell International, Inc. JAMES WILSON
of the Grace Church Rectory in Plainfield,
New Jersey was one of the host leaders at the
1975 convention of the Anglican Fellowship of
Prayer in Atlantic City. He notes that they
hope for the Playground of the East to become
the Prayerground of America. Military career
man Lt. Col. H. D. McCRACKEN tells us that
he is commander of Air Force ROTC at the
University of Southern Mississippi. From
Encino, California MICHAEL LEVIN is happy
to report that he has the new title of vice
president of corporate development for Laser
Images, Inc. That's the company that produces the laserium concerts which you may
have heard advertised.
BRYAN BUNCH tells us that although he
still has the same wife, children, and dog,
there is one new development in his life . He
has a new job as editor-in-chief and senior
vice president of American Book Company, a
subsidiary of Litton Industries. STEVE
BOWEN pleads poverty, saying that two of
his seven children are in college now, but
neither at his Alma Mater because he can't
afford it! Steve is still director of public
relations for TRW in Cleveland, Ohio. BOB
DOUGLAS now resides in Wilmington,
North Carolina and is employed by General
Electric Nuclear Power as manager of
manufacturing engineering, nuclear fuels and
reactor equipment. GENE LOCKFIELD informs us that he is using his musical talents as
an organist in the Tony Gee Trio, which
played an eleven week engagement out in
Long Island last winter.
CORTLAND MEADER can be found
working with the Wachovia Bank & Trust
Company down in Winston-Salem, North
Carolina as vice president in trust administration. It sounds as if FRAZIER GRAEME keeps
himself quite busy being president of a skating
club, on the admissions committee of the
Philadelphia Cricket Club, a trustee of his
church, not to mention being vice president of
the Hirshorn Company, an insurance brokerage firm. WILLIAM MORRISON tells us that
he is still slaving away on the Westinghouse
Corporation purchasing staff, and in his spare
time officiates lacrosse games in the Pittsburgh area.
And for those of you who didn't know,
fellow classmate ROBBINS WINSLOW keeps
in very close touch with Trinity by being a
dean of the College. He is also seeking
reelection to the Board of Education in
Glastonbury, Connecticut. Let's wish him
luck. Another classmate who seems to like the
college atmosphere is MURRAY VARAT,
who is a full time faculty member at the
University of Pittsburgh Medical School
where he teaches cardiology. Last but not
least, let us congratulate MYRON PISETSKY,
M.D. who has recently been elected a fellow
of the American Psychiatric Association.
Well, that's all for this issue. Let's keep the
news coming.
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The Rev. Dr. Borden W. Painter
110 Ledgewood Rd.
West Hartford, CT 06107

My thanks to all of you who were kind
enough to answer our letters of inquiry and
send us information on your latest personal
and professional activities . Please keep the
news coming in .
GEORGE BAXTER has started a new
position with Becker Securities Corporation
as an institutional representative on stock
options. George's office continues to be in
New York with the family residing in
Morrisville, Pennsylvania. PETER GARRETT
has been promoted to director of marketing
for Seal, Inc. of Derby, Connecticut. Seal
markets a complete line of dry mounting
presses, equipment and related materials .
Peter's responsibility covers Canada and Latin
America as well as the United States. He,
Ruth, and their two sons live in Newtown,
Connecticut.
CHARLES CORNING has jumped coasts,
moving from New York to Los Angeles in
1973. He is western district sales manager for
Kimball Systems, a division of Litton Industries. The United States Air Force has
promoted ED LORSON to lieutenant colonel.
Ed is executive officer for a squadron of
C-130s which ate part of the Tactical Airlift
Squadron (TAS). DAVID SMITH has the
happy prospect of a sabbatical leave from
Duke University for the coming academic
year. He will be visiting the Department of
Mathematics and Statistics at Case Western
Reserve University in Cleveland. His first
book, Interface: Calculus and the Computer,
will be published by Houghton Mifflin early
in 1976.
NICK RUCCI has been admitted to
partnership in Loventhol & Howath, a firm of
certified public accountants, with offices in
cities throughout the world. Nick works in the

Washington, D.C. office where he serves as
executive assistant to the firm's Natipnal
Partner, Health Care Institution Department.
BUCK KISOR was elected to the board of
directors of Paine, Webber, Jackson & Curtis.
Buck has become well-known as an authority
on the application of computers to investment
analysis, and has been with Paine-Webber
since 1967. He, Margaret, and their three
children live in New Vernon, New Jersey.
DON NEVINS is second vice president for
policyholder service with MONY. He and his
family are living now in Baldwinsville, New
York.
CARL PETERSON received his MBA from
Suffolk University in Boston in 1974. He has
been promoted to analyst in the software
documentation department of Honeywell
Information Systems. PETER FISH has been
transferred to a wilderness forest ranger
position in Adirondack High Peaks. He writes
that the job is heavy on public relations,
public education, law enforcement and emergency situations. He has bought a home in
Keene, New Hampshire.
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Mr. Paul S. Campion
4 Red Oak Dr.
Rye, New York 10580

Taking part in an $80,000 grant from the
federal Energy Research and Development
Agency to the State University College at
Fredonia, New York for a study of the effects
of coal wastes on the environment is
WALTER BARNARD. His work will consist
of conducting trace element detection an9
analyzing the water and sediment samples. He
is associate professor in the geology
department.
CHARLES BOZZUTO, now a major in the
Air Force, finished his second Southeast Asia
tour in 1974 and is chief of the Wing
Programming Branch/F-4 instructor pilot at
Luke AFB, Arizona. However, by this time he
has probably moved to Tactical Air Command Headquarters to work in the department of directorate of training.
Associate Professor GIL FAIRBANKS has
been teaching biology at Furman University in
Greenville, South Carolina for the past 11
years. He has just been appointed pre-med
advisor and, for the past four years, has been
editor of the South Carolina Academy of
Science Bulletin. Gil and his- wife, Bre-n da
Joyce, have two children- Melanie Sue, age
3, and Mark Andrew, age 1.
PHIL JACKLIN writes, "''m working on
problems posed by the media in a society
committed to democracy. Last month, Center
Magazine (Santa Barbara, California) published my article, "Access to the Media:
Toward a New Fairness Doctrine." He says he
is also busy with the committee for open
media.
HARVEY LERMAN has been named program manager for a new project to acquire a
computer aided design (CAD) printed circuit
board system for Martin Marietta Corporation's Orlando division. The system will run
on an IBM 370/168 computer.
Working with an executive search agency
- Dunhill of Columbus, Ohio - while
working on a Ph.D. dissertation is ALLAN
MacDONALD. Allan has two children Gregory, 8 years old and Marc, 1 year old.
RICHARD NOLAN is combining two
careers - associate professor of philosophy
and history at Mattatuck Community College
in Waterbury, Connecticut, and pastor of St.
Paul's Parish, Bantam, Connecticut. Overall,
he is enthusiastic about his dual role.
DICK PFLUEGER is an account executive
with the insurance brokerage firm of Johnson
and Higgins in Pittsburgh. He has four
children and lives on an old rundown farm in
Clarksville, Pennsylvania.
Congratulations to MIKE REWA, an
associate professor in the English department
at the University of Delaware, who has been
awarded an Excellence in Teaching Award one of four given this year and with a prize of
$1,000.
JOHN THOMPSON is vice president and
director of Concepts, new product planning
service, at Young & Rubicam International,
Inc., New York City . He and his wife,
Marsha, have two children - Kim, 10, and
Susan, 7.
JOE WASSONG has been promoted to
associate professor of history at Mattatuck
Community College, Waterbury, Connecticut. He is chairman of the American
Revolution Bicentennial Commission of
Thomaston, Connecticut. In April, he and his
wife, Shirley, spent a week in Paris.
HAROLD WElL works for Aeronutronic
Ford Corporation in Lansdale, Pennsylvania
as electrical design engineer. He has bought an
18 foot trailer and plans to show his boys
(now four with the addition of an 8-monthold) some camp recreation.
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Mr. Robert C. Langen
2 Sachems Trail
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The Rev. REED BROWN received his
Ph.D. in clinical psychology from the
University of Vermont and is working for his
diocese in Burlington and for the University
Counseling Center.
JOHN FELTON has formed The Felton
Corporation , a construction company specializing in residential and commercial remodeling and renovations in Wellesley, Massachusetts . He says business has been great so far
and no sign of a recession in the company.
ALLEN GOLD HAMER is director of public
relations for the Chicago Convention and
Tourism Bureau, Inc.
On September 16, WALTER and Pilar
GREEN will celebrate their second wedding
anniversary . They now live in Forest Hills,
New York.
ROBERT HALL is principal of the Seven
Hills School in Cincinnati, Ohio.
BILL HUNTER is requirements and plans
officer for the Defense Mapping Agency in
Washington, D. C. and has a new home in
Upper Marlboro, Maryland.
MURRAY MORSE has been with The
Commonwealth Group, Inc ., a leading marketing consulting firm, since 1973 and has just
been named vice president and a member of
the executive committee. The firm is located
in Stamford, Connecticut.
ALLEN SCHNEIDER had his textbook,
Introduction to Physiological Psychology,
published in April by Random House .
JIM TILZER is vice president of the Maplewood division of Paper Enterprises, Inc.,
Woodside, New York. Jim and his wife, Ellen,
and their three children, Brian, 5 years, Andy,
3 years, and Kathy, 1 year, live in
Chappaqua, New York.
Keeping busy is FRANK WILLIAMS who is
vice president of administration for the
national trade association representing frozen
food processors, called American Frozen Food
Institute, is also secretary of Onion Packers
Council, executive director of Frozen Prepared Food Manufacturers Association, and
secretary of the National Frozen Pizza
Institute - all of which are located in
Washington, D.C.
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Mr. Del A. Shilkret
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Millbrook, NY 12545

PAUL DEVENDITTIS has received a State
University of New York grant-in-aid to pursue
research on "Luigi Albertini, The Crisis of
Italian Liberalism, and the Rise of Facism." As
a result of delivering a paper on this subject,
he was selected as a member of the Columbia
University seminar on studies on modern
Italy . Paul also has an American Historical
Association / faculty development project
grant for a Western Civilization cultural
project.
PETER HOFFMAN is a partner in the
national firm of certified public accountants,
Haskins and Sells in their New York City
office. His wife, Linda, is a special assistant to
the Commissioner, Special Services for Children for the City of New York. Peter and his
wife have a 41/z year old daughter, Tracie, and
they were lucky enough to spend most of the
summer in Teheran, Iran due to an assignment
he had there.
PETER KILBORN has moved to London as
correspondent for the New York Times.
TOM SWIFT is assistant professor of
neurology at Medical College of Georgia and
is doing research on neuromuscular disease.
Tom's wife, Andrea, is currently getting her
Master's in psychology, and they have three
children: Sheila, age 8, Andrew, age 6, and
Elizabeth, age 3.
JOHN STAMBAUGH, associate professor
of classics at Williams College, will spend next
year on sabbatical in Rome where he will be
on the teaching staff of the Intercollegiate
Center for Classical Studies.
DOUG TAN SILL has been promoted to
first vice president at White, Weld &
Company, Inc., New York City, where he has
been since November of 1974 when they
acquired G. H. Walker, Laird Inc.
ED VALLONE is senior vice president and
manager of the retail division of Young, Smith
and Peacock, Inc. (investment bankers),
Phoenix, Arizona. He says, "Where are the
'spook', 'dog' and 'ghost' Trinity visitors to
desert call if lost or in need of a golf game."
Last January, CARL ZIMMERMAN was
elected and ordained a ruling elder of the First
Presbyterian Church of Collinsville, Illinois.
Carl has now been promoted to major in the
USAF and is currently attending Air Command and Staff College at Maxwell AFB,
Alabama.
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Mr. Barnett Lipkind
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DICK SANKEY has a new job with the
H.R.E.D. department of the City of Cleveland. His son, Christopher Brant, was born a
year ago in September.
TONY McNULTY is rector of St. Timothy's
Episcopal Church in St. Louis County,
Missouri. He and his wife, Kitsy, have two
children: Tim, 5 years old and Beckie, 2 years
old.
TOM LLOYD has been with Betz Environmental Engineers, Inc ., Plymouth Meeting,
Pennsylvania since 1974. Most of his work is
concerned with ecological field studies in
rivers and estuaries.
BOB HUNT received an M.S.S.W. degree
from the Graduate School of Social Work at
the University of Texas, and is now employed
by the Texas Department of Public Welfare as
a planner in the special projects bureau in
Austin, Texas.
LARRY D'OENCH has been transferred to
the Miami Air Station of the U.S. Coast
Guard. He will be flying helicopters and
patrol planes.
DAVE ALBERTS has left San Francisco for
a new job as assistant professor of medicine in
the hematology-oneology section of the
University of Arizona Medical College,
Tucson, Arizona. Dave says no one can
accuse him of seeking "Greener Pastures" and
they grudgingly said goodbye to San
Francisco.
JIM WHITTERS has been appointed as
chairman of the Outdoor Adverstising Board
of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
TOM JOHNSON was promoted to senior
vice president of the Chemical Bank, New
York City.
WADE BREED writes that he has a new
family which includes three children: Charlotte, 12, William 11, and Alfred 7. At the
time we heard from him, he was searching for
a new job.
PAUL JOHNSON is superintendent of the
Spring Grove Area School District located in
southcentral Pennsylvania. He has moved
into a new house on Lake Pahagaco.
DON PINE is now chairman, Department
of Family Practice, St. Louis Park Medical
Center, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
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DAVE BREWSTER spent the last year on a
fellowship doing vascular surgery and for the
next year will be chief resident in surgery at
Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston,
Massachusetts.
BRUCE DAVIS, whose professional name
is Brent Davis, is a television and motion
picture actor with over 35 television credits.
Bruce received his Master's in communication
arts from Loyola University in May of 1974.
He and his wife, Mary Lou, (a TWA
stewardess) are avid scuba divers. Last March
they had a scuba holiday in the Bahamas and
in May they visited Ireland.
HOWARD EMSLEY has been promoted to
head of the middle school of St. Paul's School
for Boys in Brooklandville, Maryland. Howard also continues to teach one section of
Latin and coach the varsity soccer team.
TONY GIORGIO has been named assistant
provost for adult services at the University of
Hartford. Tony has been assistant professor at
the university's College of Basic Studies.
STEVE HAARSTICK has opened a second
sailmaking loft in Annapolis, Maryland where
he says they are cutting the world-wide
production of laser sails on a Gerber computer
cutter (the machine is made in East Hartford) .
Steve's wife, Jennifer, is on her last year for
her Ph.D. at Cornell and hopes to have her
thesis completed next year.
In January, MIKE HILL formed his own
consulting firm, specializing in marketing
consulting in the health care field, under the
name of Michael E. Hill and Assoc. Their
current clients include G. D. Searle, Princeton
Biomedix, and Gugol Science Corporation.
MIKE LEINBACH has been promoted to
manager of planning, converting operations
for Fibreboard Corporation in San Francisco .
Mike says his daughter, Shannon, age 2, is
already looking forward to swimming in the
Olympics.
EMMETT MILLER is practicing (primarily)
hypnotherapy in both Palo Alto, California
and Carmel, California. He expects to have a
book published soon.
BOB PERRIN is an account executive with
Merrill, Lynch, Price, Fenner & Smith in Palm
Beach, Florida.
After completing two years of military duty
as chief, thoracic surgery clinic, Wright-

Patterson AFB, Dayton, Ohio, BOB STREISAND is now associated with Dr. William
Jackson and Dr. Trevayan Palmer in White
Plains, New York. STEPHEN TUCKER has
begun the practice of general and vascular
surgery in Glens Falls, New York. He has a
daughter, Lacey Elizabeth, who will be two
years old this coming January.
KURT WETZEL has been promoted to
major and is now stationed at Castle AFB,
California as an electronic warfare instructor.
NICK WHITE, who is assistant rector at
Christ Church in Charlotte, North Carolina,
received his M. Divinity from Virginia
Theological Seminary this past May . Nick has
two children, a daughter, Stuart, and a son,
Joseph.
THOR ZACHARY, who is assistant professor of opthalmology at the University of
South Florida, College of Medicine, Tampa,
visited the campus this past summer. Thor is
in charge of the cornea and external disease
section and divides his time between teaching,
research and seeing patients on .a referral
basis.
RICHARD CHANG wrote ~hat STONE
COXHEAD and his wife, Susie, visited him
during June. Richard, who has been elected
president of the American Cancer Society for
the Island of Kauai, Hawaii, planned an
extended visit to the East Coast this past
summer.
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JOHN CHURCHMAN began working for
Social Security Administration last October in
St. Paul, Minnesota, but is now living in
Rockford, Illinois.
DOM CIMILLUCA has a new job in
corporate planning at the International Paper
Company, New York City. Don would like to
see more representation of the Class of '64 in
the alumni notes.
JIM deVOU is an investment executive
(stock broker) at Shearson Hayden Stone in
downtown Chicago.
BERT FEINGOLD has completed his orthopedic residency at the University of Rochester
School of Medicine and moved to Scottsdale,
Arizona where he has his own private practice
of orthopedic surgery . He has two children,
David, age 6-; and Deborah, age 2:JOHN FENRICH has joined the law firm ot
Sadur, Pelland, Braude and Caplan in
Washington, D.C. The firm specializes in
government construction contracts and construction contract litigation.
Transferring from New York to Detroit to
work for Advance Mortgage Corporation
(owned by Citicorp) is CHRIS GILSON. Chris
has been promoted to senior vice president,
responsible for all the consumer businesses,
and has bought a new home in Birmingham
which is only 15 minutes from his office.
MIKE HElD writes that he is raising horses
and dwarf rabbits at a new home in suburban
Washington.
FRANCIS JACOBS, trust officer for Wilmington Trust Company, Wilmington, Delaware, has built a new home near Chadds
Ford, Pennsylvania and says anyone desiring
to tour Wilmington's museums would be more
than welcome to stop by . He and his wife,
Patricia, have two sons, Francis, age 4, and
Harrison, age 2.
SID KATZ finished his urology residency at
Boston University Medical Center and has
moved to Nashua, New Hampshire where he
is entering private practice. He and his wife,
Susan, have one son, Jeremy, age 15 months.
BOB RODNER has completed two years of
service with the Air Force and has returned to
practice urology in Manchester and Rockville,
Connecticut. He says that he, his wife, Alice,
sons Seth and Craig, and their Labrador
Retriever, Sir Lancelot, all looked forward to
coming back home to Connecticut.
BARRY ROSEN is now associate professor
at the University of Maryland School of
Medicine, Department of Biochemistry.
BRUCE STEVENS has resigned from the
U.S. Navy and is now associate radiologist
with St. Joseph's Radiology Associates, Inc. in
Providence, Rhode Island. Bruce says he is
close enough now to make Trinity Homecomings. His children are now curious five
and thriving three respectively.
BOB BENNETT, who has just been
promoted to associate professor of classics at
Kenyon College, Gambier, Ohio, is looking
forward to a year's sabbatical in 1975-76 after
eight years of teaching. He will spend the time
at the University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill where he has been awarded a National
Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship in
Residence. He will be part of a seminar on
"Plato's Phaedrus and Latin poetry" directed
by Professor Friedrich Solmsen.
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PARK BENJAMIN has been promoted to
vice president of Lazard Freres and Co., New
York City. He and his wife welcomed a
second son, John J. Benjamin, on June 21,
1974.
DICK DOORLEY has a new job and
promotion as senior research psychologist at
the U.S . Army Military Personnel Center,
Alexandria, Virginia . Dick has a daughter
born on October 18, 1974. JOHN ELLWOOD
also has been promoted to assistant vice
president with T. Rowe Price Associates in
Baltimore, Maryland, and he and his wife,
Babs, should have a new son or daughter
by now.
After completing general surgery training at
Georgetown University and the New Jersey
College of Medicine, JOE FORMEISTER is
now a fellow in surgical oneology at Roswell
Park Memorial.
BOB GRAHAM has become associated
with Gordon and Rees, attorneys, in San
Francisco , specializing in real estate, business
law and civil litigation.
BILL GREGG transferred from the National
Park Service's Denver service center where he
was chief scientist to an ecologist position in
Washington, D.C. with NPS. He, his wife,
Julie , and their two daughters (ages 4 and 5)
are living in Mclean, Virginia.
PHIL HOPKE is an assistant professor at
the Institute of Environmental Studies of the
University of Illinois at Urbana . He is working
to develop methods of trace analysis of
environmental samples by nuclear spectroscopic techniques .
·
MARK JOSEPHSON is assistant professor
of medicine and director of the electrophysiology laboratory and cardiac intensive care
unit at the University of Pennsylvania
Medical School. Mark and his wife, Jean,
have two daughters, Rachel and Stephanie
(ages 5 and P / z).
ALAN KARDON has a new job as assistant
counsel for Bankers Trust Company in New
York City. He and his wife, Marianne, have
two children, Alanna and Kenneth Jeffrey,
ages 5 1fz and 11fz.
RALPH KATZ is doing a two-year stint
with the U.S. Army as chief of the department
of clinical sciences, U.S. Army Institute of
Dental Research, Walter Reed Medical Center
in Washington, D .C. alph is -now a majorand says his wife, B.}., and son, Amos, are
enjoying the local race tracks .
After completing two years in the Navy as
director of the alcoholic rehabilitation unit at
Naval Regional Medical Center, Camp Lejeune, North Carolina, JERRY LIEBOWITZ is
beginning a fellowship in child and adolescent
psychiatry at Einstein Hospital in the Bronx,
New York. He and his wife, Roni, now have a
year old daughter, Karen Judith .
JOHN MAKIN will be a visiting associate
professor at the University of British Columbia, Vancouver, B.C., Canada during the
1975-76 academic year, and will be teaching
economics.
DICK MERK is leaving for Andersen AFB,
Guam after 3 1/ z years at SAC Headquarters in
Nebraska . Dick received his Master's degree
from the University of Nebraska despite (he
says) the efforts of four children (two girls and
two boys). He will tour most of the states
visiting family and friends enroute to Guam
and hopes to run across some of those he
hasn't seen since '65.
JOE MOORE is now assistant executive
director of The Catholic Home Bureau, a child
care agency located in New York City.
Getting together last spring for a ten day
skiing vacation to Aspen, Colorado were Lisa
and PETER MOTT, Bicki and GEORGE
KELLNER '64, and Jane and LEW BORDEN
'64. They got together again in July in
Biddeford Pool, Maine, where the three girls
and six children spent the month and the men
a week or two .
Word from MIKE SOMMA is that his spirit
is sound and his word is still good!
After a two-year assignment with the U .S.
Embassy in Mauritania, North West Africa,
DICK SMITH has returned to Washington,
D .C.
TOM SNEDEKER is manager of finance
and runs the factory for George Engine
Company Inc ., Harvey, Louisiana, largest
Detroit diesel distributor in the U.S . They also
build boats for offshore oil industry and river
business. George has two children, AnnePhyfe, 5 years old and Rebecca, 2 years old,
and says he plays a lot of tennis and does
some sailing.
BOB STROUD, his wife, Tuey, and
daughter, Carrie (age 2) now live in Cincinnati, Ohio where his job is trading commodities
for Proctor and Gamble. He plays tennis on
the club team and is in his third year of Big
Brothers program.
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BOB WALLIS is director of development at
Sarah Lawrence College and was looking
forward to launching his Pacific catamaran
for some summer sailing on the Connecticut
shore this past summer.
MERRILL YA VINSKY moved to 11413
Rouen Drive, Potomac, Maryland last Novenber and would love to hear from fellow
classmates in the area. Merrill is vice president
and manager of the commercial finance
department for Walker & Dunlop, a Washington, D.C. mortgage banking firm. He, his
wife, Rita and their three boys are enjoying
living in the Washington, D.C. area.
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Dr. Randolph Lee
Office of College Counseling
Trinity College
Hartford, CT 06106

Thanks very much for the continuing flow
of cards and letters, it makes this job much
easier.
I've heard from three members of the Class
who are involved in secondary school
administration. HANK JUNOD is in Cleveland at the University School where he is just
now beginning a new position as dean of
students. SANDY MASON has finished his
Master's degree in Library Science at Emporia
Kansas State College, and he begins work this
month as the school librarian at St. Paul's
School in Garden City, New York.
MIKE MOONVES was named director of
admissions at Governor Dummer Academy in
Byfield, Massachusetts this past summer.
Mike ran into TIM McNALLY last spring who
just finished his law degree at Suffolk
University and was married in May to Reva
Seybolt.
Two other lawyers in the class also dropped
us a note. JOHN WODATCH has a new job
as director of the office of new programs in
the Office for Civil Rights at the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare. John is
working on a compliance program which
would prohibit discrimination against handicapped persons. He also told us about the
birth of his second daughter, Elizabeth
Caitlin, on April 1st. JEFF DIERMAN is also a
lawyer in Washington, working as general
counsel for the Lerner Corporation, a regional
shopping center developer. He and his wife,
Tami, are living in Potomac, Maryland, with
their two sons, Brooks (six) and Adam (one).
JOHN OCHO and BILL CONNOLLY are
both teaching in co ege. John is teac ing
Chinese history at Clark, and writes that he is
sporadically coaching women's crew. Bill is at
the University of Evansville, where he is an
assistant professor of philosophy.
After working on his architecture degree on
a part-time basis for several years, ROY
GILLEY writes that he is spending full time at
the University of Maryland School of
Architecture and expects to finish in two
years.
FORD BARRETT wrote us in May that he
continues to work as a lawyer in Washington,
D.C. He said he played several rounds of
tennis with MALCOLM MARSHALL, whose
wife, Sally, was expecting their second child
last May. Ford also saw ERNIE BAYNARD
who is still another Trinity lawyer in
Washington.
MARTY and Allyson GALL have been in
the process of redecorating their 45-year-old
home, "including a red dining room ceiling."
The Gall's spent most of June traveling,
initially to Colorado for the National Organic
Chemistry Symposium, then some additional
travel around the country.
CURT SUPLEE is a freelance writer in
Washington, D.C., and has an office at 1156
15th, NW.
CHARLIE MCILVAINE writes that as of
last May he had finished 10 years with the 1st
Troop Philadelphia City Cavalry, a branch of
the Pennsylvania National Guard. His son,
Charles Lee, IV, is now almost three.
Beth and MARK JOHNSON are still living
in LaBolt, South Dakota, with their son, Joel
Andrew, who will be two in January. Mark is
pastor of the Evangelical Covenant Church of
LaBolt.
Two of our medical classmates also
dropped us a note this month. RICH
CHARNEY, finished a year of surgery at
Abington (Pennsylvania) Hospital and started
a three year urology residency at Albert
Einstein Medical Center in Philadelphia last
July. DAN WATERMAN is presently a
medical resident at George Washington
University Hospital in Washington, D.C.
Also in the health services is TOM BEERS,
who is finishing up his Ph.D. in clinical
psychology at the University of Cincinnati.
Tom and his wife had their first child, Thomas
Moulding, III, last May.
Four members of the class have written
recently about their business activities.
LARRY HENRIQUES writes that he has
moved to California just south of San

Francisco where he is a customer service
manager for Johnson and Johnson in Menlo
Park. "Q" also noted that his wife is working
as a copy editor at the Palo Alto Times and is
studying for her M.B.A.
Also in California is PAUL BRUNDAGE
who recently moved into a new home in San
Jose. Paul commutes to San Francisco where
he is the section leader of the classificationaudit department of the California Inspection
Rating Bureau .
RAY EGAN and MIKE DAWES are both in
New York State. Ray was promoted a year
ago to director of planning at Bristol
Laboratories, a division of Bristol Meyers
Company in Syracuse. He and his wife built a
sugar house, to convert maple sap into syrup
and sugar, and Ray tells us that he is also in
the middle of a book on folk art for the
bicentennial. Mike is vice president at the
Discount Corporation in New York City.
Finally this month, I got a very nice letter
from the parents of CHARLIE BARRINGER.
They tell us that he and his wife are living in
the Republic of Niger with their two sons.
Charlie is the Director Delique of Texaco
Niger, Inc., which is, in effect, the ambassador from Texaco to the Niger Government in
matters having to do with petroleum exploration.
I hope all of your summers were relaxing,
and if you are able to get up to Trinity this
fall, please stop by and say Hi.
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Tom Safran
943 1/z Hilgard A venue
Los Angeles, CA 90024

By the time you read this column, the
summer will be over. Vacations will be but a
memory and classes will have begun once
again at Trinity and for those of us continuing
in school. However, we have at least one
exception in our group - ALEX LEVI. After
getting his Ph.D. in clinical psychology from
Adelphi University, he decided to take the
year off to travel around the world in what
Alex said would probably take more than 80
days.
Always thinking about Trinity, Alex has
already sent to CHARLES KURZ his 1975-76
contribution for the Trinity Alumni Fund.
How about the rest of us starting to give early
as well. Incidentally, Charles has been
traveling regularly to Los Angeles on business
for his family's Keystone Shipping Company
and got together recently with WALLY
HARRIMAN for dinner and with me for a
drink.
With many of you sending cards and letters
to the College, there's a lot more news this
time around. DAVID DOWNES sent a note
from the Solomon Islands in May to announce
that he and his family would be returning to
Boston in late August after traveling through
Asia and Europe. Dave has finished five years
with the Peace Corps and is, to quote him,
"Looking for a good employer." If you have
any good ideas, send them to Dave c/o
Katherine Downes, 438 Upham Street, Melrose, Massachusetts 02176.
For those of you who have had a child and
know how much fun and hard work it can be,
imagine what it would be like to have three all
at one time. Well, that's what happened to
BILL DUPEE and his wife, Kathe, when they
had triplets. They're nearly two now, and
their names are Jennifer, Andrew and Lisa.
When not helping his wife raise the children,
Bill is working for the international department of RCA Broadcast Systems and has
marketing responsibility for Australia and the
Far East.
I don't know how many LYNN KIRKBY
and his wife had, but they expected their first
child in June. Lynn was recently promoted to
vice president of the Foundation for Independent Colleges, Inc. of Pennsylvania. Also
promoted was AL RAWS. He and his wife,
Marie, recently had their second child, Sean
Justis. Al's new job is assistant actuary with
Continental American Life Insurance Company of Wilmington, Delaware.
Last Christmas JOHN RAY was awarded
his MBA from the University of Utah. He and
his wife, Loretta, are still living in Ramstein,
Germany where John is working as munitions
staff officer in HQ USAFE, DS Logistics,
Directorate of NATO Plans (whatever that
is). Also in Europe is JIM OLIVER who
reports that he's still not married. If you
happen to be sailing in the Mediterranean,
you might happen to see Jim who's flying the
A-7 Corsair II and is based on the USS
Franklin D. Roosevelt.
STEWART BARNS has given up his
ministry at Trinity Church at Boston's Copley
Square. Rector Thorn W. Blair wrote on
behalf of the vestry and congregation to
express their gratitude for his years of service
and creative leadership.
Another member of our class has moved
West to the great state of California. JEFFREY

FOX and his family have a new home in the
Bay Area at 7 Milano Place, San Rafael,
California 94901. If you want a tour of the
Sourverain wineries and a sampling of
premium California wines, Jeff is the one to
contact in his new capacity as director of
marketing for this Pillsbury subsidiary.
That's all the news for this time around.
Keep your cards and letters coming.
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Mr. Joseph L. Reinhardt
1113 Dixon Blvd.
Cocoa, FL 32922

DON BARLOW has completed his seventh
year teaching Spanish and social studies at
Ovid-Elsie High School in Elsie, Michigan. As
coach of the J. V. baseball team, his record this
year was 8 wins and 8losses.
BILL BARRANTE tried his hand at entering
politics by running for the Connecticut
General Assembly from the 65th District
(Torrington, Connecticut) last year. Unfortunately, he didn't win, but better luck next
time, Bill.
JIM BEHREND has one year behind him as
a surgical resident at Charity Hospital (LSU
Medical Center), New Orleans, Louisiana.
PAUL BELLOWS has a new job in the State
Medicaid Office, Atlanta, Georgia. He is
responsible for development of alternatives to
present program structures.
DAVE BORUS should have finished his
Ph.D dissertation in higher education administration by now and, starting this fall, will be
a lecturer in the residential college of the
University of Michigan. This is a rather
unique living-learning unit of 700-800 students and Dave will work chiefly in an
administrative capacity but will also do some
counseling, advising and hopefully some
teaching. His wife, Judy, is working as a high
school counselor in a neighboring town. Dave
says anyone stopping in Ann Arbor, Michigan should give them a call.
Heading up a new publication published by
the Princeton History Project is ELRIC
ENDERSBY who is director of the Princeton,
New Jersey Recollector.
JOHN DIX and his new bride, Constance
Sawyer, are living in Chicago where he is with
the architectural firm of Skidmore, Owings &
Merrill, and she is customer service representative with Browne Time Sharing.
After finishing his second year of medical
residency at Cleveland Metropolitan General
Hospital, BOB GLASSMAN, his wife, Louise,
and their 16 month old son have moved to
Indianapolis where Dave has begun a cardiology fellowship at Indiana University.
WALT HARRISON writes to say that EMIL
ANGELICA and Marion Peters were married
in August 1974 in Duluth, Minnesota. Walt
says when he last heard from them, Emil was
living the leisurely life of the retired and
Marion was working hard in her ceramics
studio.
BOB HOFFMAN has a new job as
administrator for a medical group in Nyack,
New York.
PAUL JONES has been working for the past
year as a counselor for the University
Counseling Service at the University of Iowa.
ALAN KRAMER is coordinator of the
individualized study program at University
City High School in Philadelphia. It is a
special academic program of 350 students, one
of the largest alternative programs in the city.
Alan is working on a principal's certificate,
and he and his wife, Kathy, have two sons:
David, age 5, and Jason, age 2.
BIFF MADDOCK has a new job as director
of teleproduction for Lerro Electrical Corporation, an industrial television studio, Wayne,
Pennsylvania.
KEVIN McCOY has begun a new job as
project director with Planned Communities,
Inc. in Washington, D.C., a real estate
developer in D.C. and New York City. Kevin
took three weeks off this summer in Southern
France and Italy.
KEITH MILES is living in Washington,
D.C. and working with the advisory commission on Intergovernmental Relations.
CHARLIE MILLER has been named chief
resident in dermatology at Barnes Hospital,
Washington University, St. Louis, Missouri.
Upon completion ofhis residency, he will be
in private practiCe one year before leaving
with his wife, Patricia, to work in Africa and
India.
RICHARD MORRIS, a graduate student in
education at the University of Hartford, has
been named a student regent for a one-year
term.
Since June of 1974, RALPH OSER has been
practicing law with Ross, Marsh and Foster in
Washington, D.C. He and his wife, Katherine, love the area and would be happy to
hear from any '67-'69 Trin grads. They're
renting in Arlington and are in the phone
book.

STEPHEN PETERS is presently working
with the trust department of the Commerce
Union Bank in Nashville, Tennessee, and will
finish law school at Vanderbilt in May of
1976.
JIM STUHLMAN received his Master's
from Wesleyan University, Middletown, Connecticut and teaches at Daniel Hand High
School in Madison, Connecticut.
JOHN THIBODEAU is pursuing a Ph.D in
clinical psychology at Emory University,
Atlanta, Georgia. John returned to school
after getting out of the Army, where he had
served as a linguist for military intelligence.
JIM TOWNSEND is now in private practice
with the law firm of Salzman, Salzman,
Lipson and Buzard in Rochester, New York.
He says he is still playing rugby.
BILL BARTMAN stopped by the Trinity
Campus in July and provided us with some
news on his classmates. PETER ALSOP is
singing and writing music professionally in
California. The Rev. MIKE FLOYD is doing
graduate work at Claremont Graduate
School. DENNIS FARBER is also living in
California where he is an artist. Bill himself is
managing and artistic director of the West
Coast Theatre Company in Los Angeles.
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Mr. Frederick A. Vyn
10 Tomac Ave.
Old Greenwich, CT 06870

Both DAN BATTLES and his wife, Bonnie,
received their Masters in special education
from the College of St. Rose in Albany, New
York. Dan teaches educable mentally retarded
students in Albany and Bonnie teaches
trainable mentally retarded students in Attament, New York. They have a daughter,
Haven, who is 4.
MIKE BEAUTYMAN has accepted a position with the law firm of Ropes and Gray in
Boston, Massachusetts, after graduating from
the University of Virginia School of Law in
May. Mike was looking for leads on housing
in the Boston area and we hope that by now
he is settled.
PETE BERGER left the Air Force the end of
August and has bought a home in Phoenix,
Arizona. He is job hunting for work as a
counselor and will apply to Arizona State
University in October for graduate counseling
program.
PETER and Libby CHICK now have two
boys and two girls, ages 5 to 1, and make their
home in Dedham, Massachusetts.
HOWARD DOUDS finished his internship
at Montifiore Hospital in Pittsburgh, Pennsyfvania and has begun a residency in radiology
in Savannah, Georgia.
ANDY HILLMAN is assistant rabbi of the
Congregation of Liberal Judaism in Orlando,
Florida. His duties include writing creative
curricula and administering the religious
school of 225 students, advising three youth
groups and the usual rabbinic responsibilities.
, HUGH KENWORTHY joined the Tobias
Knoblanch Private Bank in Reading, Pennsylvania last year and is now vice president and
managing partner. Hugh says it is a most
challenging experience attempting to breathe
new life into an old and small bank.
MIKE PENNELL has two occupations farming and ministry. He is presently farming
300 acres of corn and soybeans in East Central
Illinois and has accepted an appointment in
the Methodist Church in East Central Illinois.
ED POSPESIL, after three years in Germany as a captain in the Air Force, has left the
USAF and returned to the U.S.
JIM ROBERTSON ran into STU EDELMAN '68 and former dean of students Roy
Heath at the Cape Cod wedding of JOE
CONNORS last May 17th. Jim begins his
second year of internal medicine residency at
the University of Colorado Medical Center
which will be followed by a two year
nephrology fellowship.
DICK SHARPLES is territory manager in
Tucson, Arizona for Wyeth Labs. Dick is
enrolled in an MBA program at the University
of Arizona and says in his spare (?) time he
serves as a captain in the USAF Reservv.
FRED STROOCK has been promoted to
administrative assistant at the Stanley Clark
School in South Bend, Indiana. He and his
wife have a daughter, Heather, who is one
year old.
BILL SWEENEY has been awarded the
certificate for Data Processing after sitting for
the 1975 exam given by ICCP.
FRED UEHLEIN practices law in Newton,
Massachusetts and recently purchased a home
at 16 Standish Circle,
Wellesley,
Massachusetts.
MARK DiBONA is chief resident of the
department of dental and oral surgery at
Brookdale Hospital and Medical Center in
Brooklyn, New York. His plans for next year,
although vague, include private practice with
a close hospital affiliation.
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Peter N. Campbell
1936 Johnson Ferry Road, N.E.
#202C
Atlanta, GA 30319

I had a nice visit with JEROME CROWLEY
who was in Atlanta, Georgia on business for
Monsanto, his employer since completion of
his M.B.A. Jerome travels extensively within
the U.S. and occasionally outside. We
brought each other up-to-date on RANDY
TERHO, EL KENYON, MIKE CHAMISH,
DOUG LEIGHT, and JOE MARYESKI, and
agreed that there was a lack of information
about JOSH WANSCH. I've changed jobs and
now work for A. S. Hansen, Inc. in the
Atlanta office.
MARC ATKINSON, still with Standard
Brands in New York City, continues his
success in their marketing department.
BOB BAKER had a combined ski vacation
in Colorado and reunion with JOHN McKINNEY, DAVE SHIPMAN, and TOM
DIGHT. Bob works for Air France in New
York City and Dave, who separated from the
Air Force last May, is pursuing an M.B.A. at
the Wharton School at Penn .
JIM BOLAN is currently making his way
through the courts of Kansas City as a lawyer
with the Legal Aid Society. He says that for a
New Englander, the Midwest is a good
experience in terms of comparative lifestyles
and attitudes, and that while the city is very
pleasant and green , it's a long way from the
ocean. Jim sends his regards to all.
STEVE BROWN has been spending several
months traveling in Europe before entering
the University of Maryland Medical School.
DAVE CLAYMAN received his Ph.D. in
clinical psychology and is now assistant
professor of behavioral medicine and psychiatry at West Virginia University and is on the
staff of the WVU Medical Center, Charleston
division. He is pursuing major interests in
medical psychology, working with dialysis,
coronary care and other medical areas.
ERNEST MATTEI graduated from Georgetown Law School and is now working for
Day, Berry and Howard, a law firm in Hartford . While at Georgetown, Ernest was on
The Georgetown Law Journal and the
Barristers' Council. He and his wife are
expecting a child in September.
After three years in the Peace Corps in
Micronesia, STEVENSON RICHARDSON is
- now- acme UniVersi ry ot "Ma wa11 getting a
Master's in public health.
RALPH ROBINSON begins a doctoral
program in psychology this fall at the
University of Minnesota and will be working
in the psychometrics program on a project
involving "on-line" computer applications to
ability testing. He will be holding a teaching
assistantship. Since he, his wife, son and two
dogs have just moved to Minneapolis, they
are now accepting advice on winter survival
techniques.
Following the trend of many of his
classmates, TOM SAGER says he succumbed
to the temptation of married life on January,
1975 by marrying Mary Coyne Gottschalk.
Mary is an economist at Citibank, although
Tom says in true New York fashion they met
while skiing in Vermont.
After graduating from New York University School of Law, where he was an article
editor of the Law Review, BILL SCHERER
took a judicial clerkship with The Hon. John
J. Gibbons, United States Court of Appeals
for the Third Circuit.
WARREN T ANGHE has left St. Michael's
Church in Bristol, Rhode Island to begin
studies towards a doctorate in theology at
Oxford University, England, this fall.
CHARLES FENWICK is an investment
banker with Alexander, Brown and Sons in
Baltimore, Maryland. Charles has two children, Beth and Charlie, ages 3 and 1.
After graduating from law school in
California, BOB DAVIS has returned to the
East to take a job with the IRS in Washington,
D.C. He and his wife, Beth, are expecting
their first child this fall.
CHARLES FOSS received his law degree
from the University of Illinois, where he was a
member of the Law Forum and served on the
staff of the Illinois Bar Journal. He has joined
the legal staff of the Travelers Insurance
Company in Hartford, and he and his wife,
Pamela, are living in West Hartford.
After getting his Master's in journalism in
May of 1974, GLENN GAMBER is now
pursuing a law degree at Syracuse University.
TOM GRABER is interning at The Cambridge Hospital in Cambridge, Massachusetts,
after graduating from Case Western Reserve
University School of Medicine this past May.
JENNINGS HOBSON writes he is having a
glorious time as a priest in the Episcopal
church in a tiny town in the mountains of
Northern Virginia.
Getting his M.B.A. from Dartmouth this

Temple University School of Medicine and
now is a surgical resident at Temple Hospital.
Spare time(?) is spent playing rugby, raising a
bulldog pup, following Fliers Hockey, "and
just generally trying to keep up with my
teacher-ballerina wife, Debbie."
FRAZIER SCOTT received a Juris Doctor
degree from St. Louis University. RICHARD
WOOD finished his second year at John
Marshall Law School in Chicago. He's
editor-in-chief of the law review.
Traveling to San Diego? LOU SLOCUM
invites any alumni to stop by his new "funky
little beach house for a tan ." Also in the
Southern California area are PETER
MOORE, top man at radio station KCBQ and
DAVE CASEY, deputy city attorney in San
Diego. Something tells me they really know
where it's at in living!
Looking further West, ALEX ACHIMORE
recently finished building two houses in
Hawaii and this fall will enter Architecture
School at the University of California,
Berkeley . BOB GARRETT has also moved out
to California. Bob left the history program at
Johns Hopkins with an M .A. degree and is
now taking pre-med courses at the University
of California with the idea of becoming a G.P.
sometime around 1982.
JOHN JEHL is a medical intern at Lakeside
Miss Arlene A. Forastiere
Hospital in Cleveland, Ohio. He received his
M.D. from Penn State University, School of
1320 Berlin Tpke, #517
Medicine. ED BOWE has moved to Chapel
Wethersfield, CT 06109
Hill, North Carolina where he is doing a
JIM AMIS was ordained a deacon on June
residency in anesthesiology . Ed received the
Parker B. Francis Award in Anesthesiology at
28 after receiving a M. Divinity degree from
Nashotah House Seminary in Wisconsin. He
the University of Missouri-Columbia Medical
is now working as director of Christian
School, where he recently graduated with an
education at St. John's Episcopal Church,
M.D.
Oklahoma City .
Lt. MARK MACOMBER is an aircraft
JEFF and MARGARET CLEMENT CLARK
commander on a C-130E for the U.S. Air
recently moved to Ithaca, New York, where
Force, having returned from two years flying
Jeff will begin a Master's program in
in Southeast Asia in November 1974. He flew
environmental education at Cornell.
75 combat missions and was awarded the Air
JOHN DURLAND is in a doctoral program
Force Commendation Medal, Air Medal (2nd
Oak Leaf Cluster) and Distinguished Flying
in clinical psychology at the University of
Tennessee. He says that the nearby Smokies
Cross. Now stationed at Little Rock Air Force
have quieted his pangs for New England and
Base, 61st Tactical Airlife Squadron, he was
make Knoxville much more tolerable.
promoted to captain in August. After flying
Congratulations to HOWARD WEINBERG
out of Germany for two months this past
on a recent promotion to second vice
summer, he has returned to Little Rock.
president of the Chase Manhattan Bank.
CHARLES JACOBSON is a research aide to
HOWARD LEWIS is with the International
Judge Grimes of the Disctrict Court of
Management and Development Institute in
Appeals in Lakeland, Florida.
Washington, D.C. He has a Ph.D in
BOB TOWNER is president of the student
international relations.
body at Seabury-Western Theological Semin:ANDY FKr:NCH-ts tuurirrg- a-s shorrstop =ary-irrEva!lsTmr;-I·llinu is--;- whe-re he-Is iYia""Wt :
with Eddie Feigner's 'The King and His
divinity program. He also works as a youth
Court" world champion softball team. Anyoutreach counselor and community organizer.
one in the Columbia area of NYC should stop
His wife, Helen, is creating, selling and
in at the Gold Rail (111th St . and Broadway)
teaching weaving and jewelry making.
where he tends bar when not touring.
KENT TARPLEY is working as curate1
assistant to the Rev. ROBERT KROGMAN
ALEX KENNEDY and ARTIE ROSS both
received M.D.'s from Case Western Reserve
'52 at St. James the Less Church in Northfield,
Illinois, where he was ordained last
University School of Medicine last May. Alex
was elected to Alpha Omega Alpha honor
December.
society and is starting a residency in obstetrics
STEVE JIANAKOPLOS is associated with
and gynecology at U.Conn. Health Center in
the Leyne, Jacobsmeyer and Meyer, a law
Farmington, Connecticut. Artie is a surgical
firm in Clayton, Missouri. He was recently
graduated from St. Louis Law School. For all
resident at Duke University Medical Center.
BILL TINGLEY writes, "Heavy Duty
IKA Brothers, FRED WOODBRIDGE was
Production Lives (!) at Grebe Grove Studio,
married in Los Angeles this past summer.
Box 119, Salisbury, Connecticut, and I am
BOB LaROSE writes, "In September I will
working hard against the blasphemous dangenter a Ph .D program in communications
ers of nuclear power. "
research at USC in Los Angeles. Following
DICK MANNA received a Master of
this, I will begin to control the minds of men
architecture degree from Yale in May. BILL
through the mass media, so look out!"
SCHWERT completed an M.B.A . (1973) and
GARY ROSEN is living in Seattle, Washa Ph.D. (1975) at the University of Chicago,
ington and taking a residency in family
where he has been appointed assistant
practice. He graduated from NYU Med School
professor of economics.
this past June. J. WARD GODSALL is
finishing his first year of medical school at
TED KOWALSKI is a resident in internal
medicine at Children's Hospital and Adult
Temple University.
JOHN BARBOUR is concurrently finishing
Medical Center, San Francisco. He received
two master's programs, one in hospital
his M.D. from UConn Medical School. AL
HUMPHREY graduated from the University
administration and the other in sociology .
of Pennsylvania School of Medicine in May
Both programs are at Long Island University
and is now in a residency program at Thomas
in Brooklyn, New York.
BILL PREVOST is completing his first year
Jefferson University Hospital, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania.
of veterinary medicine at the University of
NORMA JEAN "Sam" SCHREIBER LANPennsylvania. From 1972-74 he was associate
FER and her husband, Steve, have moved to
biologist at Affiliated Medical Research, Inc .
in Princeton, New Jersey.
Longview, Washington where Steve has
become associated with the International
MARK MITTENTHAL received his M.D.
Paper Company.
from Albany Medical College last May. By
CHRIS EVANS and his wife baptized their
now Mark and his wife, Donna, should have
first child, Sarah Ruth, with a host of Trinity
moved to Atlanta, Georgia where Mark will
begin internship and residency training in
well-wishers: WM . J. WOLF, The Rev . Dr.
Alan Tull (one of the godfathers), TOM
general surgery at Grady Memorial Hospital.
JENSEN '73, and GREG SAMMONS '72.
Mark and Donna would enjoy hearing from
ALAN MARCHISOTTO was recently
any Trinity grads living in the Atlanta area.
awarded the 1975 DEak Prize by Harvard
Congratulations to LINDA AVSEEV
University for his research and writing in the
COHN on her graduation from UConn Law
School. Linda and her husband, Henry,
field of international law . Alan graduated
from Vanderbilt Law School in 1974 and is
recently bought a home in West Hartford.
now employed by Healy and Baillie in NYC.
BOB STEIGERWALT is in medical school
at the University of Rome . JIM SEDGWICK
Mr. Jeffrey Kupperman
received an M.A. in zoology from the
1629 Jena St.
University of Montana. JAY SMITH has just
New Orleans, Louisiana 70125
graduated from the University of North
Carolina School of Dentistry.
ALAN P A TRIGNANI was elected president of the dental students' association at
BRUCE DERRICK was graduated from
past June was DAVID WOLFF.
JACK LUXEMBURG and his wife, Barbara,
are living in Cincinnati, Ohio where he is
writing his rabbinic thesis, and Barbara, who
is a graduate of the University of Michigan
Law School, is clerk to The Hon. Judge
Edwards of the U.S. Sixth Circuit Court of
Appeals. Jack will serve as part time rabbi to
Ahavath Shalom Temple in Coraopolis,
Pennsylvania during 1975-76.
As of September 1st, The Rev . RICHARD
WYLAND will be dean of students at the
Trinity-Pawling School in Pawling, New
York.
JOHN HAGAMAN has finished his internship at the University of Michigan Hospital
and is now a medical resident. John is married
to Andrea Hyde and enjoying the pleasures of
small town living. ANDY STEWART has also
finished his internship at Roosevelt Hospital
in New York City and is now a first year
resident.
TOM LISK received his doctorate from Rice
University last May and will be teaching at
Lakeland College in Sheboygan, Wisconsin
this fall. Tom says his wife and daughter are
fine and that none of them are exactly eager to
return to the frozen north.
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S.U.N.Y. at Buffalo Dental School and as
such will be one of four state delegates at the
14th regional meeting of the A.D.A. this year. ·
He begins his junior year at the school this
fall.
RICHARD HARDER now lives at 1320
Lowerline Street in New Orleans and works as
a tanker-man in an ocean-going tugboat. He
devotes his shore time to his music.
PETER GRIESINGER is very happy living
in Cleveland and completing a documentary
film on a sma1l railroad town in West
Virginia, which he hopes to show soon at
Trinity.
BOB CARLSON begins studies in veterinary medicine this fall at Kansas State
University.
ANTHONY MARCHETTI began a straight
medical internship at Washington Hospital
Center in D.C. in July.
After two years at Episcopal Divinity
School (the old Episcopal Theological
School), GREGORY SAMMONS feels as if
he's been enrolled for that length of time at a
Trin alumni party, because of all the old
familiar faces around Cambridge. He spent 11
weeks at the "Cross of Nails" center in
Coventry Cathedral, England this past summer before returning for the last year before
his M. divinity degree.
JACK NELSON recently graduated from
the Cornell Hotel Management School this
year, and began his 9-5 career as manager of
the Paisquanney Inn in Bristol, New Hampshire this past summer. Already Bristol
sounds like a dynamite place to go for a
vacation.
SLY SYLVESTRO writes that he is "hot on
the trail" of his Master's degree from
Fitchburg State College. He is "working
closely" with the Fitchburg (Massachusetts)
Humane Society researching the variety of
relations between man and "Man's best
friend" (dog?), and their psychological implications down through the ages. Despite the
busy schedule, Steve still makes time for those
fun-packed ski trips to Hogback - wish I
were there.
AL YSON ADLER (now married to BILL
GREEN '70') graduated from Columbia Law
School this year is now with the firm of
Carter, Ledyard and Milburn in the Big
Apple.
DON VIERING was recently promoted to
the financial and credit analysis area of the
European-American Bank and Trust Company fn l'n e same appie.
- - ="----'=
PETER KOV ATIS receives his Master's this
fall from St. John's College in Santa Fe. He
worked as an occupational therapist at the
Austin State School in Texas this past spring.
The ROB LAWRENCE-NORMAN BARDEEN building and remodeling business is
thriving and will continue in the Boston area.
JAMES KENDRICK has no wife or kids,
but a beautiful '69 black Chevelle and is living
in the dorm with the boys at the Storm King
School, Cornwall-on-Hudson, New York,
where he is chairman of the one-man Art
Department.
GREGG NEIMAN works as an industrial
real estate broker with Hawthorne Realty
Group in Chicago.
BERT LUCAS is an account executive with
Sperry Univac Corporation in San Francisco.
BRIAN KUNZ has begun a 2-year residency
training program in endodontics at the
Einstein Hospital in Philadelphia after graduating from the University of Pennsylvania
Dental School last spring.
JONATHAN HARRIS will begin an MFA
program in photography at Yale this fall.
NEIL HOLLAND has begun an internship
program at National Naval Medical Center in
Bethesda after graduating from New York
Medical College this year.
DAVID STAMM completed his bar exams
in July and will finally "face the real world" as
he begins work for a small corporation in
Stamford, Connecticut on September 1.
Lt. J.G. TIM EYSMANS is now at the Coast
Guard Training Center in Cape May, New
Jersey.
JAY MANDT had his debut as a scholar last
March in Boston by reading a paper at the
meetings of the Metaphysical Society. He
expects his Ph.D. in philosophy from Vanderbilt in a year, and in order to keep bread and
wine on the table, he depends upon a
Frankelin J. Matchette Foundation Dissertation Fellowship - one of three awarded
annually nationwide.
DICK HESS invites all friends who like to
ski, hike, fish, or whatever, to his 108
year-old house at 606 4th street, in the
picturesque old mining town of Georgetown,
Colorado.
As a licensed Michigan social worker,
ANDREW GAINES works as project director
of the Jackson Educational Counselling· Service in Jackson, Michigan, while moonlighting as father to he and his wife, Sherill's two
girls- Gabrielle and Frelima.
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JOHN ORTON began the practice of law in
Houston after graduating from Washington
and Lee in May.
ARCHIE SMITH is teaching chemistry and
physics at the Trinity-Pawling School, New
York after three years experience as head of
the Science Department of Northwood School
in Lake Placid. Heidi Proctor Smith will be a
year old on October 26.
JIM McCUNE received his Master's in
hospital administration from St. Louis University last spring.
DAN GREEN began law practice at 64 Lyan
Terrace in Bridgeport, Connecticut in August.
WALTER YOUNG was married to the
former Paula Hennerty of Syracuse last
November, and will begin his last year at
S.U.N.Y. at Buffalo Dental School this fall.
DAVID McCLOUD is enjoying much
sun / little rain / more smog while enrolled in
the MP A program at UCLA. He just received
his Master's in African Studies (politics and
economics) in June.
RICHARD WHITE married MARJORIE
KELSEY '73 and completed his Master's in
administrative science at Johns Hopkins, all
last winter, and is now working for the Feds as
a budget analyst with the National Transportation Safety Board and living in Reston,
Virginia.
This REPORTER will spend two months
this fall in a student nephrology clerkship in
the dialysis / transplant area of Peter Bent
Brigham Hospital in Boston, and will happily
be able to freeload off my old college buddy
and very distant relative, BREW BLUM, now
at Harvard Business School, who has graciously offered to share his flat with me for the
short period. Until the next issue-
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JAY ALLISON has been running a bowling
alley in Altoona, Pennsylvania which he says
has been very successful. His plans included
adding a miniature golf course for the
summer, and Jay invites any alumni to stop
by for a free game.
DIANE COLASANTO received her MA
from the University of Michigan last December and is continuing work on her Ph.D in
sociology. She is involved in research on jury
decision-making and also is a sociology
teaching fellow.
FRED COURTNEY has been working as a
corrections officer since September 1974 at the
Reception and Diagnostic Center in Norfolk,
Massachusetts .
MARCIA DANIELS has finished her first
year at George Washington University Medical School and spent the summer working for
the Department of Health Care Sciences at
George Washington. Also completing his first
year of medical school at Temple University is
ALAN DA YNO. He writes that Benjamin
Nietzeche (Benjy) has sired eight pups.
One of the lucky ones is JIM EVANS who
spent a month in Europe with his brother
seeing Amsterdam, Paris, Switzerland, Italy,
England and some of Germany.
MARK FINGER, who finished his second
year at Howard Medical College, spent the
summer doing a study for H.E .W. on
congenital anomalies. He sends his belated
congratulations to Mr. and Mrs . DANIEL
ROSWIG and regards to LEWIS MANCINI
and RICHARD BEASER.
SCOTT FITZPATRICK has been appointed
marine-aviation underwriter for the Insurance
Company of North America in their Seattle,
Washington office.
After spending a long winter working in the
press box for the Washington Capitals,
PIERCE GARDNER found summer work on
the pro bowling circuit with the Allegheny All
Stars based out of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
JAN GIMAR of Great Bend, Kansas has
completed his second year as district executive
with the Boy Scouts of America. He also
keeps busy as a volunteer with the local Help
Line (telephone crisis center) and is youth
advisor and lay reader in a local church.
NEAL GOFF is city editor of The Daily
Intelligencer in Doylestown, Pennsylvania.
ELIZABETH HARVEY has been living in
Washington, D.C. since 1973 and has been a
research analyst with the Watergate Special
Prosecutor's Office since May 1974.
ALAN HENSON, a third year medical
student at Michigan State University's College
of Human Medicine, is a member of the
council of graduate students, on the admissions committee, and plays on the rugby
team. By now, Alan should have wed Linda
Joette Kaplan, who is also a third year medical
student at MSU . He plans to specialize in
surgery, possibly orthopedics.

STEPHEN HOFFMAN is attending the
Jerusalem School of the University of
Michigan.
BERT KEATING writes he is happily
married to the former MARY JO MATEL '74
and is finishing his second year at the Hershey
Medical Center of Penn . State. He says he is
pleased that the clinical part of medical school
is beginning.
LENN KUPFERBERG received his Master's
degree in physics in May and is at the
University of Rochester studying for his Ph.D
and teaching physics laboratory.
Word from JULIE JOHNSON is that she
will enter Marquette University Law School
this fall.
After a year with the H. R. Kirkland
Company, Morristown, New Jersey, in a
marketing / sales capacity, MALCOLM KIRKLAND has applied to business school for this
fall. Malcolm says a year of New York City
was a switch after the previous year of ocean
racing in Europe, the Mediterranean, and
West Indies.
DICK MARKOVITZ has a new job with
Columbia Pictures in Philadelphia. His job is
in field exploitation and will involve coordinating local advertising and publicity on behalf
of Columbia's pictures.
After two years as a carpenter, MIKE
MITCHELL begins work on a Masters in
public administration at American University
this fall.
ROBIN PEARSON is working for the
Hartford City Council Democrats as an
administrative assistant.
LAURENCE PISTELL has won a scholarship and teaching assistantship to the University of Illinois at Urbana, where he will be
studying journalism.
ED RAWS received his M.B.A. from the
Amos Tuck School at Dartmouth and is now
working with GTE in Danvers, Massachusetts. KAREN NETTER STONELY also
received her Master's from the University of
Vermont and her new husband will begin his
doctorate at the University of Denver this fall.
BRUCE SHAFER has completed his freshman year at Emory University Law School.
We've received word that DAVE SCHIRMER is a sales representative for the Westvaco
organization in Chicago, Illinois.
A chance meeting with a Security Pacific
Bank employee at a social gathering led to
GEORGE SPENCER's job as an international
officer on the foreign exchange trading staff in
Los Angeles . · Geo.rg~ joined the bank in
October of 1973.
DICK STEERE, who lives in the country in
Massachusetts with The Outerspace Band,
says the Trueblood Lighting Company continues to grow and expand and is now a well
respected lighting company in the New
England Rock and Roll business.
After receiving his M.B.A. from Washington University in May, KEN STONE is now
staff accountant with Price Waterhouse and
Company in St. Louis, Missouri. Ken writes
that he coached the women's basketball team
to a 9-0 intermural championship.
CHASE TWICHELL is living in Iowa City
and teaching poetry writing at the University
of Iowa, where she has a teaching-writing
fellowship in the writer's workshop. She has a
poem in last winter's issue of the Ohio
Review .
JOHN TYLER will be teaching history and
English at Trinity Pawling School, Pawling,
New York beginning this fall.
MARTHA WETTEMANN, who graduated
from Wharton graduate division of the
University of Pennsylvania is now a research
analyst for Monroe County Youth Board in
Rochester, New York. Martha married James
Powers last May but is retaining her name.
Jim is a medical student at the University of
Rochester.
DAN RUSSO, who has served the College
as Director of Sports Information for the past
two years, will enter Suffolk University Law
School in Boston this fall .
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Summer of 1975 : one year out for the Class
of 1974 and many newsworthy events to
report. RON DUCKETT signed a free agent
contract with the New England Patriots of the
NFL. Ron has been serving as an assistant
coach at Trinity since his graduation. The
Patriots are interested in Duckett as a
defensive back, even though he holds most of
Trinity's pass catching records. RON WEISSMAN reports that he has successfully completed his first year at New York Medical
College and is alive and well and living in
Briarcliff Manor, New York. ED and Patty
WEBSTER are currently living in Houston
where Ed is pursuing a career as a sales
engineer with the Moore Products Company,

a process control instrumentation firm. JIM
ROBINSON is now working for his M.B.A. at
the University of North Carolina Business
School in Chapel Hill. He has completed the
first of two years and spent the summer
working for the National Bank of Detroit.
CHUCK SHREVE has just finished the
management training program with City
National Bank of Detroit and at last word was
awaiting permanent assignment. He, too, is
pursuing an M.B.A. degree at Wayne State
University night school and hopes to enroll in
the University of Michigan M.B.A. night
program. Chuck also reports that he is still
single; the bet is still on, Potter and Jordan!
HALLI LEHRER recently returned from two
months special training with the U.S. Army at
Ft. Leonardwood, Missouri as part of her
work as a Vista Volunteer. Halli was working
in the areas of carpentry, electrical wiring and
plumbing. She is still living in Baltimore,
working as a Vista community planning
advocate . JOYCE BABB is presently employed as head teacher, child development
center at the College of DuPage in Glen Ellyn,
Illinois. She is also earning her Child Care and
Development Certificate and planS to go to
graduate school in psychology in the fall.
LISE GESCHEIDT just completed her first
year of Law School at Boston College. During
the summer, Lise worked as a bartender by
night, and for the Newport Legal Aid by day.
CAROLINE ASHER has held two jobs since
graduation: writing captions for the National
Geographic Society and being an editorial
assistant for F-D-C Reports, Inc. During the
summer, Caroline studied at the Harburg
Institute in Germany and lived with a German
family. In September, she will enter Georgetown Law School as a first year student.
LIBBY BEERS spent last winter in London
studying film and hopes to do the same this
year. In the interim, she spent three weeks at
Cannes for the Film Festival and had the
opportunity to return to the U.S. for several
months.
REBECCA ADAMS has completed one
year of graduate school in sociology at the
University of Chicago. JONATHAN DAVID
is now in Madras, India studying the Sveena
a South Indian stringed instrument.
GORDON MADGE, having recently moved
to Toronto, Canada, is presently employed by
Canadian Metal Rolling Mills, Ltd., building
systems division. He is the operations
coordinator for a new structural steel fabrication plant at Burlington, Ontario. JOHN
POWELL is working in Philadelphia for the
investment firm of Kidder, Peabody & Co.
Inc. He also is the assistant organist/choirmaster for St. Christopher's Episcopal Church
in Gladwyne, Pennsylvania.
KATIE FOULE is presently teaching dance
at the Central Pennsylvania Dance Workshop. As a member of Contemporary Dance
Company, Katie has the opportunity to
perform on the Penn State campus as well as
touring Pennsylvania. JIM FILLER and his
wife, Jill , at last notice were impatiently
waiting through Jill's first pregnancy. I
imagine by this time congratulations are in
order! In his entrepreneurial spirit, Jim heads
up his "mini-conglomerate" as director of
operations. His firm's interests include food,
alcoholic beverages and lodging complexes as
well as real estate and industrial parks. His
restaurant operation won national acclaim as
"Sunset Tavern : 3 in 1 pleasure package," in
the September 1974 issue of Nation's Restaurant News .
ANDY TAUSSIG finished his first year at
the Emory University School of Medicine in
Atlanta, Georgia. Summer found Andy
working as the assistant golf pro at the
Stevensville Country Club in the Catskill
Mountains of New York. MARY JO
KEATING is employed as the editor of Penn
Lines magazine, a trade publication for the
Pennsylvania Rural Electric Association. Her
job entails writing, layout and interviewing
plus exciting travel opportunities. AMY
TENNEY, after completing her first year at
Duke Law School, worked for the Legal Aid
Society in New York. JOHN CLARK is
currently setting up his own business in
burglar and fire alarm systems. At the
moment, he is everything from chairman of
the board to janitor. LEV AUN GRAULTY is a
tutor in special education at the Berkshire
Country Day School in Lenox, Massachusetts. While enjoying country life in rural
Stockbridge, LeVaun is working towards her
Master's in special education.
PATRICK SCHEIDEL recently finished
course work for his Master's in public
administration at Syracuse University and has
accepted a position as administrative assistant
to the town manager of Mansfield, Connecticut. PETER SCHULLER spent last year
teaching at International College in Beirut,
Lebanon and reports that he thoroughly
enjoyed it!

ED HEIDERICH will be attending the
Wharton Graduate School of Business at the
University of Pennsylvania in the fall. Eddie
spent his summer stringing more tennis
rackets and giving tennis lessons. Speaking of
tennis, JON 'Tinman" EMERY worked as the
tennis pro at the Old Lyme Country Club in
Old Lyme, Connecticut. After completing an
arduous first year at Boston University Law
School, Jon found it very beneficial to teach
tennis and eat Bess Eaton donuts! CHRIS
WRIGHT had a good first year at Case
Western· Law School and spent the summer
working in State College, Pennsylvania . DON
HAWLEY is working as a senior financial
analyst for Bankers Trust Company in New
York and .writes that he is living on the West
Side at 799-4759 if anyone's in the area.
Finally, I have finished my first year at the
Wharton School in pursuit of the M.B.A.
Accepting a position as associate director of
alumni affairs for the Wharton School in
January, I worked at that job full time during
the summer and part time during the academic
year. In my spare time, I have started a small
company specializing in computer software.
Again, I extend an invitation to all to drop me
a line and see your name in print! Have a
good fall.
JOHN JONES, former district court judge
and family court judge has been elected as
county judge in Suffolk County, New York .
John would like to hear from other V-12
students in the group that left in June of 1945
(or learn of their whereabouts). He makes his
home at 57 North Country Road, Setauket,
New York 11785.
BOB IRVING, retired Lcdr., USN, received
an M.S. in Management Sciences from the
School of Business Administration at California State University, Northridge, this past
May, Bob also holds an M.S.E.E. degree from
the USN Postgraduate School and is making
the transition from engineering to business
operations at Hughes Aircraft, Canoga Park,
California.
After.20 plus years with CBS as a lighting
director, PAUL SAITTA resigned to devote
full attention to Vega Associates, Inc . (as
president), lighting consultants for television
studios and TV productions . Paul recently
formed a second company, Aurora Communications, Inc. (he is executive vice president),
who have dealerships throughout the Northeast region for CCTV and security systems
products.

HONORARY
Since November of 1974, ASGER
LANGLYKKE Hon. '65 has been project
manager of the Chemotherapy Fermentation
Laboratory of Frederick Cancer Research
Center, Frederick, Maryland, seeking new
drugs of microbial source for the therapy of
cancer. Last December he was elected to
foreign membership in the Societas Biochemica, Biophysica et Microbiologica Fennial
(Finalnd).
MASTERS
1946 BETTY COMERFORD writes that her
son, Walter, is in Georgia and has a 2 1/ z
year old who leads him a merry chase;
daughter, Ann, is in her last year of law
school; and son, Neil, is an artist in San
Francisco. She says she has enj oyed
tours of Europe, the Orient and Mexico
and looks forward to retirement soon
from Boca Raton, Florida High School
where she is a speed reading teacher .
1949 KURT WEINBERG's latest book on
Paul Valery's "Mon Faust" is being published by Princeton University Press . It
will appear in the series "Princeton
Essays in European and Comparative
Literature," in which his "On Gide's
Promethee: Private Myth and Public
Mystification" was published in 1972.
1955 TUCKER ORBISON, associate professor of English at Bucknell University,
Lewisburg, Pennsylvania, received a
fellowship from the Folger Shakespeare
Library for research this past summer.
He expects his research to result in the
publication of a book by The Malone
Society, a British learned society that
publishes texts and documents related to
Renaissance drama in England.
MERTLE CUTTING GODDEN, retired
and now living in St. Petersburg,
Florida, hopes to move permanently to
Hawaii next year.
1957 BURTON BELLOW has been promoted
to lieutenant commander at the
United States Merchant Marine
Academy . He is an assistant professor in
the Mathematics and Science Department at the Academy and is a doctoral
candidate in physics at Adelphi
University.
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1958 BOB LADD is president of International
ing for the past two years with the New
Education Consultants, Ltd. in Tucson,
York State Education Department as
Arizona.
supervisor of elementary education in
1960 RICHARD LOVELAND and his family
charge of special programs. His office is
have moved to Atherton, California and
at #2 World Trade Center. In addition,
he is now headmaster of Crystal Springs
he is adjunct professor in the graduate
School, Hillsborough, California .
school of education at Hunter College of
1963 BILL MOREAU , now living in Western
the City University of New York.
Samoa and who is known there as Ai'i
MIKE EANES has been named assistant
Pili Moreau, now works for the governheadmaster of The Gunnery, Washingment as special projects development
ton, Connecticut, a preparatory boardadvisor to the Minister of Finance,
ing school for boys.
Economic Development, Customs and
RALPH EASTMAN, who finished his
Statistics. He wrote us a long and interM .F.. A . in Theatre at UCLA in June of
esting letter about Western Samoa
1974, has his own experimental theatre
which he says is called the "Best Kept
company in Los Angeles. Ralph spent
Secret of the Pacific" because it is one of
three weeks this past June studying with
the last islands where the culture has not
been lost. Bill says getting there is easy
- to stay after seven days is not since
you are politely escorted to the airport
with a fond farewell; however, he says
it will be seven days you never believed
possible . Anyone wishing to learn more
can write him under the name of Ai'i
Pili Moreau, P.O . Box 28, Apia, WestSTANLEY HART OSBORN, HON. 1945
ern Samoa.
Dr. Stanley H. Osborn, Connecticut state
1964 LOWELL JOHNSON, who is serving as
health commissioner for 37 years, died June 7
pastor at Faith United Methodist
in Hartford. He is survived by two sons,
Church on Staten Island, New York,
Stanley and Henry, and eight grandchildren.
received his Doctor of Ministry in May
Dr. Osborn received his medical degree
ftom Drew University. He and his
from Tufts Medical School in 1914. In 1915,
family have welcomed into their home a
he was graduated from the second joint
student from Nigeria who is attending
Harvard - MIT School for Health Officers.
classes at Richmond College on Staten
Dr. Osborn joined the State Health DepartIsland. Lowell's oldest daughter has
ment in 1920, and became commissioner in
completed her first year at Tufts
1922. Among his contributions were the
University.
institution of a cancer registery and his
1965 DON BURNESS has a new book,
championing of fluoridation of the public
"Chaka, King of the Zulus, in Panwater system.
African Literature", which will be pubDuring World War I, Dr. Osborn received
lished in early 1976 by Three Continents
many awards for his efforts in combatting
Press. Don has presented papers at Afrityphoid fever in Serbia and Montenegro . He
can Literature Conferences, translated
was the recipient of several honorary degrees,
eight poems from Portuguese which
including one from Trinity College in 1945.
appeared in "Bu Shiru" and "Okike",
and has had various articles accepted .
ARTHUR SOBIESKI KEAN, 1909
1966 JOHN PATTERSON is a foreign service
The Rev . Arthur S. Kean, an Episcopal
priest for 46 years, died March 11 in Las
officer for the Agency for International
Development, Washington, D.C. He
Vegas, Nevada. He is survived by his wife,
and his wife, Henrietta, have four childMrs. Ruby Levy Kean; and three daughters,
ren: Christine, 17, John Jr., 15, Leslie,
Miss Marjorie Kean, Mrs . Marilyn Robertson
6, and Jennifer, 4.
and Mrs. Alice Whitaker.
KWANGHO CHUNG is engineering
A native of Canada, Mr. Kean received his
manager for Boeing Airport Equipment
B.A. from Trinity in 1909 and his MAin 1910.
Company~ al-l-as;' Texas.
-~As al'\- uruiergFaduate,=he -was.o..a- membe-F- Gf
1967 BARRY McGURK, who now lives in
Delta Phi, IKA, and the Tripod Staff. He
Pittsburgh, teaches English at the Winattended Episcopal Theological School in
chester-Thurston School (private girls'
Cambridge, Massachusetts from 1910 until
1913, and was also enrolled at Harvard
school) where he says he makes constant
use of material borrowed from Dan RisUniversity during this period. Mr. Kean
cion's Expository Writing course . He
received an MA from Columbia University in
also teaches a children's literature course
1922.
at the University of Pittsburgh and is
In 1913 Father Kean went to China as a
finishing up his Ph.D. at Duquesne.
missionary. He was ordained a priest there in
Barry has a son, Brett, now two years
1917. From 1915 until 1927, he was a
old .
professor of education at Boone University in
Wuchang, China. He returned to the United
1968 MIKE GORDON is a professor of law
from September to May at the UniversiStates in 1927 and assumed duties at Christ
ty of Florida and from June to August,
Church in Las Vegas in 1929. In 1935, he
became rector of St. Peter's Church in Carson
he is professor of law at Escuela Libre de
Derecho, Mexico City. Mike received an
City, Nevada. He retired in 1956. In 1963,
advanced diploma in Comparative Law
Father Kean was named rector emeritus of
from Strasburg in 1974 and recently leeChrist Church.
tured on international law and trade in
PETER LEO GLASSMAN, 1918
Honduras, Amsterdam, Paris, Madrid
and Venezuela . In addition, he has
Peter L. Glassman died May 10, 1975 in
completed a two volume treatise on
Hartford. He is survived by two daughters,
Florida corporation law and a single
Mrs. Mona Warshaw and Mrs . Norma Platt;
volume on the expropriation of properand four grandchildren.
ty in Cuba.
A native of Russia, Mr. Glassman attended
1969 FLORENCE LEVINE, who teaches at
Trinity from 1914 until1917. For many years,
Manchester High School (Connecticut)
he was a pharmacist in the Hartford area. He
was a member of the Hartford County and
was awarded the outstanding biology
teacher of Connecticut award by the
Connecticut Pharmaceutical Associations.
National Association of Biology
EDMUND RUSSELL HAMPSON, 1918
Teachers.
1970 BARBARA SHALLENBERGER, who .
Word has reached the College of the death
lives in Hamilton, Massachusetts on
of Major Edmund R. Hampson on October
Boston's North Shore, has a new job as
18, 1973. He was survived by his wife, Mrs.
a mathematics editor for Houghton MifMary P. Hampson.
flin Publishing Company in Boston. She
A native of Waterbury, Connecticut, Major
works on the production of new textHampson attended Trinity for one year . He
books and other materials for secondary
was a member of Delta Psi. He was employed
schools.
by the Aetna Life Insurance Company before
1972 ROGER SMITH has become Dean of
entering service in World War I as a member
the Cathedral Church of Christ the
of the Army Air Force. He was the recipient of
King, Diocese of Western Michigan,
the Purple Heart and the Distinguished
Kalamazoo, Michigan.
Service Cross.
For many years he was employed in
PETER BJARKMAN is completing work
scientific research in the aerodynamics field.
on his Ph .D dissertation in liguistics at
Major Hampson was a member of the
the University of Florida and expects to
American Legion, the Albuquerque, New
receive his degree in December. His
Mexico Lodge 60 AF & AM, the Retired
specialization is phonological theory
Officers Association, and the Harmony Lodge
and his dissertation is on English borNo. 42ofWaterbury.
rowings in Miami Cuban Spanish. Peter
has recently presented papers at meetJAMES ALFRED NICHOLS, 1920
ings of the Chicago Linguistic Society
and the Linguistic Society of America.
James A. Nichols died May 11 in Seattle,
He and his wife, Mary Anita, have a
Washington. He is survived by his wife,
second child, daughter Kim.
Helen; a daughter; and several grandJOSE-LUIS MIRANDA has been workchildren.

Jerzy Grotowski in Poland.
1972 CAROL WESTERMAN says that
Paloma Lianh arrived by babylift on
April 10th.
1973 PAULA YELLMAN is a budget analyst
on the staff of the Office of Management, Systems and Budget, Arlington,
County, Arlington, Virginia.
1974 JIM URNER, CLU, has been advanced
to assistant vice president, market development, by Phoenix Mutual Life Insurance Company, Hartford.
1974 MIKE EGAN is an international
economist with the Department of
State, agency for international development, Washington, D.C.
TOM GULLOTT A is the new director

of Net, a church-supported program
that provides temporary homes for .
runaway
youths,
Glastonbury,
Connecticut. Tom is currently working
on a doctorate in criminal sociology.
SALLY HARRIS has been appointed
assistant professor at Northwestern
College, Roseville, Minnesota, and will
teach composition and English
literature.
1971-1972 DAVE '71 and CAROL KNOWLTON '72 have purchased a new home in
Sycamore, Illinois. Dave will be assuming a new job as ombudsman at
Northern Illinois University, DeKalb ,
Illinois for a two year term. Carol will
pursue her Ph.D in English while there .

IN MEMORY
I

A graduate of Windsor (Connecticut) High
School, Mr. Nichols entered Trinity in 1916
with the class of 1920. He was a member of
Sigma Nu, the Ivy board, and the captain of
the 1919 varsity baseball team.
Mr . Nichols was self-employed as an
accountant.
LUTHER BROWNING, 1924
Luther Browning died June 6 in Millinocket,
Maine. He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Elvira
Sheran Browning, and a sister, Mrs . Leslie
Rowley.
A graduate of South Manchester (Connecticut) High School, Mr. Browning was a
member of Alpha Delta Phi fraternity at
Trinity. At the time of his death, he was
president of Browning and Company, a
graphic arts concern in New York.
He was a member of the Masonic Lodge in
Brooklyn, New York, the Shrine Temple, and
Millinocket Lodge of Elks.
MAURICE CLIPFEL, 1929
Maurice Clipfel died April 29 in Florida. He
is survived by his wife, two children and three
grandchildren. Mr. Clipfel was retired at the
time of his death.
FRANCIS JAMES RYAN, 1930
- -ldr-o-- f.'.F<H\Gi.s- J. - Ry-a.n-, former~di-FeGto-r-G
medical service for the Connecticut State
Department of Correction, died June 2 in
Hartford. He leaves his wife, Mrs. Rachel
McParland Ryan.
An area native, Dr. Ryan graduated from
Hartford High School and entered Trinity in
1926 with the class of 1930. He was a member
of Alpha Tau Kappa, and the staffs of the Ivy
and the Tripod. In 1935, he was awarded an
MD degree from Tufts Medical School.
During WW II, Dr. Ryan served in the
Army Medical Corps. After the war, he
returned to the Veterans Administration
outpatient clinic in Hartford, as director of
professional services and later clinic director.
He then moved to the VA hospital in West
Haven, Connecticut, and subsequently became director of the VA hospital in Newington, Connecticut.
He joined the Connecticut State Welfare
Department in 1965 where he was assistant
medical director.
JAMES CYRUS SMITH, 1930
Word has reached the College of the death
of James C. Smith on March 21, 1974. He is
survived by his wife, Joan; two sons, James
and Dolson; and two daughters, Joan and
Jennifer.
A graduate of Ridgewood (New Jersey)
High School, Mr. Smith attended Trinity
from 1926 until 1928. He was a member of
Delta Psi fraternity and was active in
intercollegiate athletics.
For many years, he was employed by the
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company in New
York City as a divisional manager.
RICHARD WARREN HAMIL TON, 1940
Richard W. Hamilton died March 25 in
Stamford, Connecticut. He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Anita Treblas Hamilton; a
daughter, Virginia; and a brother, Alexander.
A graduate of Norwalk (Connecticut) High
School, Mr. Hamilton attended Trinity from
1936 until1938, and the Polytechnic Institute
of Brooklyn from 1939 until 1942. He was
employed as a research chemist with R. T.
Vanderbilt Company in East Norwalk,
Connecticut.
Mr. Hamilton was internationally known
as chart curator and as president of the
American Association of Variable Star Observers, now merged into the Harvard College
Observatory. He was a philatelist and
secretary of the American Guild of Organists.

WILFRED DRESSER HOYT, 1940
Word has recently reached the College of
the death of Wilfred D. Hoyt, on August 26,
1973. He was survived by his wife, Mrs .
Margery Ford Hoyt; three sons, Wilfred,
Jonathan and Nelson; and two daughters,
Christy and Sara.
A graduate of the Loomis School in
Windsor, Connecticut, Mr. Hoyt attended
Trinity for one year. He graduated from the
Yale Scientific School in 1940. In World War
II, Mr. Hoyt served in the submarine service .
He was recalled to active duty in the Berlin
Crisis in 1961 as commanding officer of the
USS Coates .
At the time of his death, Mr. Hoyt was
president of the Hoyt-Grant Company,
engineering representatives in North Haven,
Connecticut.

CHARLES BANCROFT GOODRICH, 1941
Word has recently reached the College of
the death of Charles B. Goodrich on January
31, 1973. Mr. Goodrich was survived by his
wife, Martha Burchard Goodrich, and his
mother, Mrs. Edith Goodrich .
A graduate of the Loomis School in
Windsor, Connecticut, Mr. Goodrich
majored in classics at Trinity. During World
War II, he served in the U.S. Navy. After the
-wax: he re<>ei¥ed-his mastex:S-degree..fro.m..New:~~=~
York University in the field of English
literature.
At the time of his death, Mr. Goodrich was
an assistant professor of English at the
University of Wisconsin. His teaching career
also included appointments at New York
University, City College of New York,
Manhattan School of Music and Indiana
University.
EDWARD ARNOLD ROTH, 1951
Edward A . Roth died March 20 in Huron,
Ohio . He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Susan
Rathbun Roth; and five children.
A graduate of Springfield High School in
Erdenheim, Pennsylvania, Mr. Roth entered
Trinity in 1947 with the class of 1951. He was
a member of Sigma Nu. After graduation, he
enrolled in the Episcopal Theological School
in Cambridge, Massachusetts. He was associate Episcopal chaplain at Harvard University
from 1954 until 1956, and chaplain at the
University of Michigan from 1956 until1962.
From 1972 until his death, Mr. Roth was
sales manager for Sawmill Creek Lodge in
Huron, Ohio.
ROBERTRAYMONDMADAMA, JR. , 1966
Word has reached the College of the death
of Robert R. Madama on July 14, 1972. He
was survived by his wife, Mrs. Barbara
Brooks Madama, and his parents, Mrs. Agnes
K. Madama and Robert Madama, class of
1942.
A graduate of Newington (Connecticut)
High School, Mr Madama attended Trinity
briefly and received his B.A. from Siena
College in Albany, New York. He was a
graduate of the Albany Law School, and was
a member of the bar in New York and South
Carolina.

MRS. LAURA B. SCHATZ
Mrs. Laura B. Schatz, who retired
from the College in 1966 after serving
on the library staff for 44 years, died on
June 25. She leaves a brother, George
Blinn, and a sister, Mrs. I. Laird
Newell, both of Wethersfield, Connecticut. Contributions may be made to
the Hartford Heart Association, 310
Collins St., Hartford.
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Gridders Open 97th Season
With Williams September 27
Trinity has 12 starters returning this
fall (6-0, 6-0) of a total squad of 41
upperclassmen and 31 sophomores.
The Bantams, under Coach Miller, will
have experience and depth in the
offensive and defensive lines, and will
have depth but a shortage of experience in both backfields.
Senior co-captain George Rose will
assume the duties of quarterback for a
third season. In 1974, George completed 50 of 100 passes for 601 yards
and 3 touchdowns. He also scored 2
touchdowns rushing. Junior John Gillespie will be backing him up and is
expected to see some actiot'l .
In the offensive backfield, halfback
John Wholley '76 and fullback Pat
Heffernan '77 will share most of the
duties this fall. Heffernan was the
team's leading ground gainer last year
with 639 yards and an average of 4.5
yards per carry. Wholley had a 4.3
yard per carry average. Othar Burks
'76 will fill the remaining halfback slot.
The offensive line looks strong with
the return of four of last year's starting
seven. Senior John Connelly (all New
England 1974) will be back at right
tackle with Seniors Tony LaPolla at
right guard and Gerry LaPlante at left
tackle. Tom Barker will fill in at center,
with AI Juliano at right end and either
Dave Coratti or Rich Trachimowicz at
left guard.
The defensive line and linebacker
corps will also be strong this season
with five of seven starters returning.
Peter Silkowski '76 and Rick Uluski '77
will occupy the end positions with Vic
Novak '76 at middle guard. Gary Zabel
'77 will remain at right guard and Jeff
Cove '76 at right linebacker. Gary
Jones '76 and George Niland '76 will
compete for the remaining linebacker
slot with John Griglun '77 and Charles
Reiss '77 vying for left tackle. Don
Grabowski '77 and James Leone '78
will add depth as defensive ends.
The defensive backfield will be
coached by Michael Darr, a new
member of the Physical Education
Department. Co-captain Steve Thoren
is the only starter returning among the
defensive backs this year. Nine men
will compete for the remaining three
spots. Junior Dan Iadonisi will probably be at left cornerback with Senior
John Wiggins at strong safety and
Junior Don Daigneau at safety . Juniors
Tony Trivella, David Jancarski, Gil
Childers and Clement Darling will
provide added depth in this area.
Senior Mike Maus will return as
Trinity's kicking specialist. Last season
he made 7 of 12 field goal attempts, 15
of 18 conversions, and averaged 37.5
yards per punt. He now holds several
College kicking records including the
longest successful field goal attempt (48
yds : vs. Bates, 1974). Junior Bob
O 'Leary and Gil Childers will back him
up in punting and place kicking
respectively.
While the Bantams have a total of 23
returning lettermen, the 1975 team will
have a considerable number of inexperienced players. This lack of experience
is particularly evident in the defensive
backfield where three-year starters
Chris Max (all N.E. '74), Rich Tucci
(all N .E. '74) and Larry Haas have been
lost through graduation. The development of the defensive secondary appears to be one of the most difficult

problems facing Coach Miller this
year.
Assuming that the squad can overcome its lack of experience in the
defensive and offensive backfields, it
has the necessary depth and potential
flexibility required for a fine season.

TRINITY
SPORTS
Experience C auld
Be Key To Bant's
'75 Soccer Season
With the loss of only five lettermen
and an abundance of anxious sophomores from Coach Robie Shults' 7-1
freshman squad, the varsity soccer
outlook is very favorable this year.
While coming off a disappointing 4-5-3
season, the Bantams are expected to
exhibit the abilities displayed in last
year's contest with Middlebury on a
more consistent basis . Coach Oath has
29 varsity players returning plus 21
sophomores to increase the pre-season
competition for positions.
Offensively the Bantams will be well
stocked with the return of two of the
team's scoring leaders, seniors Chris
Jennings and Rob Fernald. Senior Jeff
Chin will assume a starting berth for a
third year and junior lettermen Alexander Harvey, Duffey Shea and Blair
Heppe will compete for the remaining
two positions in the forward line.
The half-back slots will be filled by
senior Tom Richards along with
juniors Mark Moore, Jay Shinkle and
Jim McGrath. Sophomores Aaron
Thomas, Peyton Fleming and Tom
Lenahan will add to the competition
for starting positions.
Senior co-captains Hobie Porter and
Jim Solomon will anchor the defense
along with seniors Chris Harris and Jeff
Kelter. Juniors John Kendall, Jim
Parker and Rich Sokolov are expected
to provide competition and depth for
the fullback spots as will sophomores
Bill Dodge, Mike Kluger and Randy
Pearsall.
This year Trinity is fortunate to have
a number of excellent goal tenders.
Starter Andy Kaufman '76 will return
for a second season with Eric Luskin
'77 backing him up . Alec Waugh '78
and Clay Carley '78, two outstanding
goalies from last season's freshman
team, are expected to gain further
experience working in this position.
The most vexing problem which the
soccer team encountered last year was
a lack of consistent coordination
between the offensive and defensive
units. With the return of a number of
experienced players and talented sophomores, the prospects for overcoming
this situation appear excellent.

PREPARING FOR THE BANTAM'S 97th FOOTBALL SEASON - Varsity
coach Don Miller and co-captains Steve Thoren (left) and George Rose help plan
the strategy for the 1975 season that begins in Williamstown September 27. A
squad of 72 candidates reported on the first day of practice.

Women} Crew: Three Fall Regattas
The women's crew will participate in
three major regattas this fall. Trinity
will host the Connecticut Fall Regatta
for the Genevieve H. Goodwin Cup,
donated by Mrs. James Lippincott
Goodwin, for a third consecutive
season on October 11 . Heats will begin
at 10:00 a.m. off the Bliss Boat House.
On October 18 the women will move
up the river for the newly instituted
Greater Holyoke Regatta, sponsored
by the Holyoke Chamber of Commerce to be followed by the Head of
the Charles Regatta at Cambridge,
Massachusetts on October 26. The
women this year are coached by Gary

Caldwell, now in his fourth year as a
Trinity crew coach.
The women rowers look forward to
a strong season with five members
returning from last year's first boat. A
member of the original women's
"Eight," Senior Cuyler Overholt has
returned for a fourth year with the
Bantams. Seniors Cathy Clark, Jody
Scala and Judy Owen, captain for
1975, have also returned. Junior Robin
Wilson is oacl<: as coxswain for her
second year. Seniors Debbie Packer,
Lucy Richards and Nancy Hirschhorn
are expected to fill the remaining spots
in the first boat.

Hundreds of Greater Hartford Youths
Participated in Two Summer Programs
During the summer Ferris Athletic
Center and several other collegebuildings were utilized by 450 boys and girls
from Hartford in two separate recreation programs held at the College.
For the sixth consecutive year,
Trinity hosted a sports program cosponsored by the College, the National
Collegiate Athletic Association and the
President's Council on Physical Fitness
and Health .
The program offered a wide variety
of activities for youngsters, 10-15 years
of age, including football, basketball,
soccer, swimming, tennis, volleyball,
gymnastics, wrestling, physical development and dance .
Sessions were held from 8: 30-12 : 30
each morning for four days a week
from June 30-August 6. The morning
was divided into three activity periods
with a free hot Junch for participants at
the end of each day's session. Before
the program' began all youngsters were
given a free medical examination.
Richard Taylor, assistant professor
of physical education at Trinity, served
as the program's instructor for a third
year with Walter "Doc" Hurley, assistant to the principal at Weaver High
School acting as liaison officer to the
Hartford Community. Robie Shults
and Bob Slaughter, associate professors in the College's Athletic Depart-

ment helped to supervise the program.
Trinity students Adron Keaton '75,
Mark Stein '77, Carey Doyle '77 and
Walter Thompson ' 75 acted as
assistants . .
Trinity was the only college in the
state to host this national program
which included 104 other colleges and
universities in over 40 states .
The second program, which ran
from June 30 to August 8, was the
Trinity Summer Arts Program, funded
by the Hartford Parks and Recreation
Department and the Greater Hartford
Arts Council.
The purpose of this six-part concentrated arts program was to provide
Hartford youths with greater exposure
in subjects which they normally would
not receive in school. Activities included painting and sculpture, drama,
ballet, modern dance, photography,
and swimming with instructors provided by professionals and college
students.
.
The Summer Arts Program was
directed by Stephen Woods, a former
artist-in-residence at the College and
presently a member of the Fine Arts
Department at the University of Hartford. His staff included three Trinity
students, Debbie Geraci '76, Susan
Egbert '76 and Mark Stern '77.

